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₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ
₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ ᾦ㑮(1944⎚ 㿲㌳)⓪ 䝚⧧㓺㦮 ἓ㩲䞯㧦㧊㧦 㧧Ṗ㧊
┺. 㾲⁒㠦⓪ ┺㦢㦮 㺛✺㧊 䞲ῃ㠊⪲ ⻞㡃♮㠊 ㏢Ṳ♦┺: The

Empire of Lies(Ệ㰩 㩲ῃ): The Truth about China; Economics
Does Not Lie(㭧ῃ㠦 ὖ䞲 㰚㔺: Ệ㰩Ⱖ㦚 䞮㰖 㞠⓪ ἓ㩲): A
Defense of the Free Market, and Wonderful World(㧦㥶㔲㧻 
㠊, 㤦▪䛖 㤪✲): Chronicles of Globalization(⁖⪲⻢䢪㦮 㡃㌂).
⡦ 㩚㎎Ἒ㦮 㔶ⶎ㠦 ⁎㦮 䃒⩒㧊 㔺Ⰲἶ 㧞┺. 䕢Ⰲ ╖䞯(Paris
University)㠦㍲ ἓ㩲䞯㦚 Ṗ⯊䂮Ⳇ, 1972⎚㠦 ㍺Ⱃ䞲 㿲䕦㌂⯒ ἓ
㡗䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ ⳝ 㹾⪖ Ὃ㰗㠦 ㍶㿲♮₆☚ 䟞┺. Ṗ㧻 㾲⁒㠦⓪
˄The Greater Paris West Economic and Social Councilʼ
㦮 㦮㧻㰗㦚
㡃㧚䟞┺. ₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ ᾦ㑮⓪ 䕢Ⰲ㢖 Ⓤ㣫㦚 㡺ṖⳆ Ệ㭒䞮ἶ 㧞┺.
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㭧ῃ㦖
ἓἚ㦮
╖㌗㧎Ṗ

㡺⓮ ṫ㡆 㭒㩲⓪ ˈ㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ Ὃ
㌆╏㦚 ⚦⩺㤢䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞮⓪Ṗˉ㧛┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㩲 㧦㔶㦚 㭧ῃ㧎✺
㦮 䂲ῂ⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧎✺㦚 ㌂⧧䞿┞┺. 㩫₆㩗
㦒⪲ 㭧ῃ㦚 㺔⓪ 㧊㥶Ṗ 㧊 ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧎✺㧊 㧒῞⌎ ⏖
⧒㤊 ἓ㩲㩚㦚 ⽊Ợ ♮㠊 ₆㊮₆ ⁎㰖㠜㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 ⌊㩚㦚
ἀ㠞㔋┞┺. 㑮⺇Ⱒ ⳛ㧊 ₆⁒㦒⪲ ῌ㠊 㭓㦖 䟟䞲 㡃㌂⯒ Ṭ
ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㡺⓮⋶㦮 㭧ῃ㦖 ゚⪳ 㭧 㰖㧊 㡂㩚䧞
ゞἺ㠦 㔲╂Ⰲἶ 㧞₊ 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㭧㌆䂋㧊 ㌗䞮ἶ 㧞㦢㦚 㞢 㑮
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㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ἓ㩲 㩚㦚 㰖䅲⽊⓪ ộ㦖 㞚㭒 㯦Ệ㤊 㧒㧛

ṗ㦚 䟞㔋┞┺. ┺㦢 ⋶ ⏎㌗㦚 Ợ ♮㠊 㫡㦖 㦢㔳㦚 㩲Ὃ䟞

┞┺.

┺⓪ 㧊㟒₆⯒ ✺㠞┺ἶ 䞿┞┺. 㧊⩝Ợ 㧒 㩚㧊 㧊⭚㪢㔋┞
┺. 㤆㓺ṲṖ 㞚┢ 㰚㰖䞮Ợ ✲Ⰲ⓪ 㧊㟒₆㧛┞┺.

㰖⋲䟊 7㤪 㭧ῃ㦚 ⶎ䟞㦚 ➢, 㭧ῃ㦮 ἓ㩲䞯㧦㧎 䂲ῂ 䞲 ⳛ
㧊 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㭧ῃ ㌂䣢㠦 ⹎䂲 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗╏䧞 ⏖⧒㤊

㩖⓪ Ὃ㌆╏ὒ ῃ⹒㦚 ῂ⼚䟊 Ⱖ䞮₆⯒ 㫡㞚䞿┞┺. ┺⯎ ῃṖ㠦

䐋Ἒ 䞮⋮⯒ ⽊㡂㮂㔋┞┺. 㧊 Ὃ㔳 䐋Ἒ㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ, 1949⎚ 㭧ῃ

╖䟊 㧊㟒₆⯒ 䞶 ➢☚ Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖㧛┞┺. 㩫㢖 ῃ⹒㦚 ῂ⼚䞿┞

Ὃ㌆╏ 㩫ῢ㧊 ✺㠊㍲ἶ 㻮㦢 30⎚ ☯㞞 㟓 8000Ⱒ ⳛ㦮 㭧ῃ㧎

┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㰖⺆䂋ὒ ῃ⹒㧊 䢒☯♮⓪ ῃṖ⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 㥶㧒䞿┞

✺㧊 ⌊㩚ὒ ῌ㭒Ⱂ, ⶊ㰞㍲⪲ 㧎䟊 ⳿㑾㦚 㧙㠞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮

┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 㰖⺆䂋㧊 㧊⩆ 䢒☯㦚 Ṭ☚⪳ 㥶☚䞮ἶ 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛

1979⎚ ▿㌺㡺䞧㧊 ㌞⪲㤊 ἓ㩲 㩫㺛㦚 ☚㧛䞲 㧊䤚㠦⓪, 䙃⩻㦒

┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ὖ⬢✺㦖 㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ 㼊㩲⯒ ゚䕦䞮⓪ ⁖㦚 㝎 ➢Ⳋ

⪲ ⳿㑾㦚 㧙㦖 ㌂⧢㦖 30Ⱒ ⳛ㠦 ὒ䞿┞┺. 䐋Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ ⽺㦚

㢲 㭧ῃ㦚 Ὃỿ䞮⌦ἶ ⶑἺ 䞿┞┺. 㧊⩆ ἓ㤆 ˈ⋲ 㭧ῃ㧊 㞚┞⧒,

➢ ⳿䞶Ⱒ䞲 㩚㧛┞┺.

╏㔶✺㦚 Ὃỿ䞮⓪ ộˉ㧊⧒ἶ ╖╋㦚 䞿┞┺. ὖ⬢✺㦖 㭧ῃὒ
㧦㔶✺㧊 ☯㧒䞮┺ἶ ㍺✳㔲䋺⩺ἶ ⏎⩻㦚 䞿┞┺. 㩖⓪ ⁎⩝㰖

㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㧊㩦㦚 㡒⚦㠦 ⛂㟒 䞿┞┺. 㼊㩲Ṗ ⼖䟞㔋┞┺. 㩚㼊㭒㦮

㞠┺ἶ ┺㔲 ṫ㫆䞿┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ ゚䕦㧦Ṗ 㞚┯┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧎㦚

㼊㩲㡖▮ ộ㧊 ṫ㞫㩗㧎 ῢ㥚㭒㦮 㼊㩲⪲ ≢㠞㔋┞┺. 㡂₆㠦

゚䕦䞮㰖☚ 㞠㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ㦚 ⽊㧊䆽䟊 ᾦ㡃㦚 㭧┾䟊㟒 䞲

⓪ 䋆 㹾㧊Ṗ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⶒ⪶ ⹒㭒㭒㦮㢖⓪ ỆⰂṖ ⲟ┞┺. ⁎⩂

┺ἶ 㭒㧻䞮⓪ ㌂⧢✺ὒ 㞚ⶊ⩆ ὖ⩾㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㧊⩆ 㭒

⋮ ╖ῃ㩗㦒⪲ ㌗䢿㦚 ⽦㟒 䞿┞┺. 㧒㩫  㩚㧊 㧞㠞┺⓪

㧻㦚 㰖㰖䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. Ⲓ㩖 㧊 㩦㦚 ⳛ䧞 䟊⚦ἶ 㕌㔋┞┺.

㌂㔺㦚 ἶ⩺䟊㟒 䞿┞┺. 㕂㰖㠊⓪ 18⎚ ☯㞞㧊⋮ 㑮Ṧ ㌳䢲㦚
䞲 ⮮㌺㡺⽊ ㌂㫆㹾 ὒỆ 㼊㩲㡖▪⧒Ⳋ 㧦㔶㦖 ㌂䡫㠦 㻮䟊㪢

⳾⚦ 㞢ἶ Ἒ㔲Ỷ㰖Ⱒ, 㡺⓮ 㤢㕇䎊㠦㍲⓪ 㩫㌗ 䣢╊㧊 㡊Ⰲἶ

㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ Ⱖ䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㧞㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㧊 䣢╊㠦 䋆 ₆╖⯒ 䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ㏢㑮╏ ╖䐋
⪏ὒ ⶒ⩂⋶ 㡞㩫㧎 ῃṖ 㭒㍳㧊 Ṭ⓪ 㩫㌗ 䣢╊㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞

㌂Ṗ ✺⩺㭖 ⡦ ┺⯎ 㧊㟒₆Ṗ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⏎㌗㦚 ▮ ⋶ ṧ

┺. 㩖⓪ ⚦ 㑮㧊 㭧㣪䞲 ἆ㩫㦚 ⌊Ⰺ Ⱒ䞲 㥚䂮㠦 㧞㰖 㞠┺ἶ

㧦₆ 㦢㔳㧊 ⋮㞚㪢┺ἶ 䞿┞┺. ⁎⓪ 㧊㥶⯒ ⴆ⧦㔋┞┺. ゚⹖Ⰲ

㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㰖☚㦮 䟟☯㦖 ザ⯊Ợ ⼖䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆

㠦 Ṧ⁞♲ ㌗䌲㡖₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ⶪṖṖ 㧞ῂ⋮ 䞮ἶ ㌳

⼖䢪⓪ 2008⎚䎆 㔲㧧♦㔋┞┺. ㍲ 㧦⽎㭒㦮 㼊㩲⪲ 㧎䟊 㽟
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♲ ⁞㦋 㥚₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㠦㍲ 㭧ῃ 㰖☚㦮 䟟
☯㦖 㠦 ⦚Ợ ⼖䟞㔋┞┺. 2008⎚ 㧊㩚₢㰖Ⱒ 䞮▪⧒☚, 㧦㔶
✺㧊 㢂⯎ ₎㦚 Ṗἶ 㧞⓪㰖 䢫㔶㦚 䞮㰖 ⴑ䟞㔋┞┺. ╏㔲㠦
⓪ 㞚㰗☚ ㍲ῂ ἓ㩲䞯㧦✺㠦Ợ 㫆㠎㦚 ῂ䞮ἶ 㧞㠞㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆
㫆㠎㦚 㔺㩲 ‖╊㞚 ✺㠞⓪㰖⓪ ⳾⯊Ỷ㔋┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㾲㏢䞲 ⶑ
ἶ⓪ 㧞㠞㔋┞┺. 㤆ⰂṖ 㩲╖⪲ 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞₢? 㠊⠑Ợ 䟊㟒 㼊
㩲⯒ Ṳ㍶䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞₢?

⁎⩂⋮ 2008⎚ 㧊䤚㠦⓪ 䞚㣪⯒ ⴑ ⓦ⋒ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㰖☚
⓪ 㧦㔶✺㦮 㼊㩲Ṗ 㾲㍶㧊⧒ἶ 䢫㔶㦚 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ
㰖☚⓪ 㧦㔶✺㦮 㼊㩲Ṗ ㍲ῂ㦮 㧦㥶㔲㧻㠦 ₆㦚 ⚪ 㧦⽎㭒
㦮 㼊㩲⽊┺ 䤾㞂 ⌁┺ἶ ┾㩫䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ἓ㩲 㔲㓺䎲ὒ 㠊
㲢Ⳋ 㩫䂮 㼊㩲 Ṳ䡗㦚 ⏩ἶ ⻢㠊㪢▮ ⳾✶ ⏒㨗㧊 2008⎚⪲
㭧┾♦㔋┞┺. 2008⎚ 㧊㩚₢㰖Ⱒ 䞮▪⧒☚, 㠎⪶㠦㍲⓪ ὋὋ 
ⶎ Ṳ䡗 ⻫, ㍲ῂ ㌂䣢㢖㦮 ὖἚ Ṳ㍶ ⻫, 㩫䂮 㼊㩲 㩚 
⻫ ❇㠦 ╖䞲 ⏒㨗㦚 ┺⭮㔋┞┺. 㧊 ⳾✶ ⏒㨗㧊 㫛㔳♦㔋┞┺.
㰖⁞㦖 㼊㩲 ⼖䢪Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮ἶ, ㍲ῂ⪲䎆 㠊⟺ 㫆㠎㦚 ῂ䞮Ệ
⋮ ὖἚ⯒ 䂲⹖䧞 䞶 䞚㣪Ṗ 㠜┺ἶ 䢫㔶㠦 䢫㔶㦚 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞
┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 䤚㰚䌖㡺 㭒㍳ὒ 㡺Ⱎ ╖䐋⪏㦖 㡺⓮ 㥚㞞䢪 Ṗ
䂮⯒ ⏩ἶ 㧊㟒₆⯒ ⋮③Ợ 䢫㔺䞿┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㭧ῃ㧊 㥚㞞䢪㢖
ὖ⩾䟊 ㍲ῂ ㌂䣢㦮 㩲㞞㧊⋮ 㫆㠎, ゚䘟㦚 㰚㭧䞮Ợ ἶ⩺䞮㰖
㞠㦚 ộ㧊⧒ 䢫㔶䞿┞┺.
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⡦ ┺⯎ 㭧╖䞲 ㌂Ị㦖 䞲㧊 ⋾䞲㦚 ㌗╖⪲ Ṗ䞲 2㹾⪖㦮 ῆ㌂

㔏Ἒ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ ⡦䞲 㢫㫆 㔲╖㢖 ṯ㧊 㞚⻚㰖㠦Ợ㍲ 㧦㔳㦒⪲

Ὃỿ㧛┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㧊 ㌂Ị✺㦚 㭧ῃ 䟟☯㦮 㩚䢮㩦㦒⪲ ⽊ἶ 㧞

㦮 ῢ⩻ 㔏ἚṖ 㧊⭚㰖ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. Ṳ㧎㩗㦒⪲⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 ⋮Ⲏ

㔋┞┺. 䞲㧊 ⋾䞲㦚 Ὃỿ䟊㍲Ṗ 㞚┯┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㧒㦖 ὒỆ㠦☚

㰖 㔲⹒ ㌂䣢㠦 ⶎ䢎⯒ Ṳ䞮㰖 㞠㦒Ⳋ㍲, 㡃㦒⪲ Ṗ㫇 ῂ㎇㤦

㧞㠞㔋┞┺. ⁎⽊┺⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 䞲㦚 㰖㰖䞮ἶ, UN㠦㍲ 䞲㦮

ὒ ṯ㦖 㼊㩲⪲㍲㦮 䟟☯㦚 ⽊㧊ἶ 㧞┺⓪ 㩦㧊 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞮┺ἶ

Ὃỿ㦚 ゚⋲䞮⓪ ộ㦚 Ệ䟞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ῂ⋮Ṗ 㭧ῃ㧊 

㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. 㹾₆ 㭒㍳㦒⪲ 㥶⩻䞲 㔲㰚䞧㧊⧒⓪ 㧎ⶒ㦚 ⏒䞶 ➢

䞲㦚 㞪ⶋ㩗㦒⪲ 㰖㰖䞮ἶ 㧞㦢㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ㌞⪲㤊 㩫⽊Ṗ

⚦ ⻞㱎⪲ 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞲 㦖 ᾦ㥷㧛┞┺. ⁎⓪ Ⱎ⯊䋂㓺 ㌂㌗

㞚┯┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㭧ῃ㦖 㻮㦢㦒⪲ 㧦㔶✺㧊 䞲㦚 㰖㰖䞮ἶ 㧞

ὒ ὖ⩾䞲 䞯㥚⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. Ⱎ⯊䋂㓺 ㌂㌗ 㩚ⶎṖ㠦Ợ 㹾

㦒Ⳇ, 䞲㦚 ゚⋲䞶 㧊㥶Ṗ 㠜┺⓪ 㩦㦚 ⳛ䧞 䟞㔋┞┺. 㯟 䞲

₆ 㭒㍳ 㧦Ⰲ⯒ ⍮₆⓪ ộ㧊 㩲╖⪲ ♲ 㰖㩗 Ṳ㦒⪲ ⽊㧊㰖⓪

ῃ㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞲 Ὃỿ㠦㍲ 䞲㦮 䘎㠦 㧞㦢㦚 ὋṲ㩗㦒⪲ 䚲

㞠㔋┞┺. ˄⼖䢪ʼ
⧒₆ ⽊┺⓪ ˄ἶ㹿ʼ
㧛┞┺. 㹾₆ 㭒㍳ὒ ὖ⩾䟊 ㎎

䞲 ộ㧛┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 䞲㦮 ῆ㌂ Ὃỿ㠦 ╖䟊 㭧ῃ㧊 UN

⻞㱎⪲ 㭒⳿䞶 㩦㦖 ῆ㢖㦮 ⹖㩧䞲 ὖἚ㧛┞┺. 㔲㰚䞧㦖 ₆⽎

㠦㍲ ⽊㧎 䟟☯㦚 ⋮Ⲏ㰖 ㎎Ἒ㢖 㞚䌲㰖㡃㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ 㭧ῃ㧊 ㌞

㩗㦒⪲ ῆ ἓ㡗ὒ 㫆╂ ⶎ㠦㍲ 㧒㦚 䟊㢪㔋┞┺. ⡦ 㤆ⰂṖ 㞢

⪲㤊 㩗⁏㎇㦚 ⽊㡂㭒⓪ 㭧╖䞲 㩚䢮㩦㦒⪲ 䕦┾䞿┞┺.

₆⪲, 䤚㰚䌖㡺 䡚 㭒㍳㦖 㔲㰚䞧㦚 㭒㍳ 䤚⽊⪲ ㍶䢎䞮㰖 㞠㞮
㔋┞┺.

㧊 㠦☚ 䤚㰚䌖㡺 㭒㍳㦮 䤚Ἒ㧦 㰖ⳛ㧊 㭧╖䞲 Ἒ₆Ṗ ♮ἶ
㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⹎ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞❅㧊, 㔲㰚䞧(Xi Jinping)㧊 㭧ῃ㦮 㹾₆

㣪㟓䞮㧦Ⳋ, 㔲㰚䞧㦖 Ⱎ⯊䋂㓺 ㌂㌗㦒⪲ ⶊ㧻䞲 Ὃ㌆╏ ἶ㥚 Ṛ

㭒㍳㧊 ♶ 㩚ⰳ㧛┞┺. 㞚㭒 䦻⹎⪲㤊 㧎ⶒ㧛┞┺. Ⱔ㦖 㩖⍦Ⰲ㓺

㦮 㞚✺㧛┞┺. ⡦ ῆ㦮 㰖㰖⯒ ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⓪ 㭧ῃ Ὃ

䔎✺ὒ 㩫䂮Ṗ✺㧊 㔶㎎╖㦮 ㌗㠦 ╖䟊 㧊㟒₆䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㌆╏㧊 㰖䟻䞮⓪ 䟻㦚 㧒㩫  ṖⰂ䋺ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. Ṳ㦒⪲

㔺㩲⪲ 㔶㎎╖Ṗ ῢ⩻㠦 ┺Ṗ㍲ἶ 㧞ἶ, ➆⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ㠦⓪ 䋆 ⼖

⋮㞚Ṗἶ 㧞㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ┾㡆䆪 ⹒㭒㭒㦮⯒ 㰖䟻䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺.

䢪Ṗ 㧞㦚 ộ㧛┞┺.

㔲㰚䞧㦮 ὋṲ 㠎㦖 㺔㞚⽊₆ 䧮❃┞┺. ⁎⋮Ⱎ 䞮⋮ 㧞⓪ ộ
㧊 ⲫ㔲䆪㠦㍲ 䞲 㠎㧊㠞⓪◆ ㍲ῂ ⹒㭒㭒㦮㠦 ╖䞲 Ὃỿ㧊㠞

⁎⩂⋮ 㔲㰚䞧㧊⧒⓪ 㧎ⶒ㦚 㧦㎎䧞 ✺㡂┺ ⽊Ⳋ ⚦ Ṗ㰖 ㌂㔺㦚

㔋┞┺. ⁎⓪ 㭧ῃ㦖 㩫䂮 Ṳ䡗㠦 ὖ㕂㧊 㠜㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⹎ ⹒㭒㭒㦮

㭒⳿䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. Ⲓ㩖 㔲㰚䞧㦮 䂲㦖 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦮 ἶ㥚

ῃṖ⧒ἶ ⳛ䧞 Ⱖ䟞㔋┞┺. ⡦ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 㧎⹒㦚 ╖⼖䞮ἶ

Ṛ㧛┞┺. 㯟 䞲㠦㍲㦮 ῢ⩻ 㔏Ἒ㢖 ➇䧞 ┺⯒  㠜⓪ ῢ⩻

㧞ἶ, ➆⧒㍲ 㠊⟺ Ṳ䡗☚ 㧊䟟♶ 䞚㣪Ṗ 㠜┺ἶ ṫ㫆䟞㔋┞┺.
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䒂ⳛ䞮㰖 ⴑ䞲 㼊㩲⪲ 㧎䟊 㾲╖䞲㦮 㿪䁷㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 䞮ἶ 㧞

⳾✶ 㰖☚Ṗ ᾦ㥷㦚 㦖 ㌂⧢✺㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㭧ῃ ⽎䏶㠦㍲

㰖Ⱒ, Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㰖䟻䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 䟻㦚 Ⱖ䟊㭒ἶ

ᾦ㥷㦚 㞮㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦮 㾲㌗㠦⓪ 䟊㣎㠦㍲ ᾦ㥷㦚

㧞⓪ ㌂㔺㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ 䟊ῆ㧊 2015⎚㠦⓪ ㌂㌗ 㻮㦢㦒⪲

㦖 ㌂⧢✺㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. Ⱔ㦖 㭧ῃ㧎✺㧊 䟊㣎㠦㍲ Ὃ⯒ 䞮ἶ

䟃Ὃ⳾䞾㦚 ṬỢ ♲┺⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. 㩫Ⱖ 㭧㣪䞲 ㌂㔺㧛┞┺. 㭧

㧞㰖Ⱒ, 㭧ῃ㦒⪲ ☢㞚Ṗ㰖 㞠⓪ ㌂⧢✺㧊 㩗㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㩞㦖

ῃ㦖 㡃㌂㩗㦒⪲ ╖㟧 䟊ῆ ㍶┾㦚 ⽊㥶䟞▮ 㩗㧊 㠜₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞

⹎ῃ㠦 ⋾ἶ, ⋮Ⲏ㰖 㩞㧊 㭧ῃ㦒⪲ ☢㞚ṧ┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ Ὃ㌆╏

┺. 㭧ῃ 䟊ῆ㦖 ⌊⮯ὒ 㡆㞞㠦㍲㦮 㩚䒂 ⓻⩻㦚 Ṗ㰚 ㍶┾㦒⪲

⌊㠦㍲ 㺛㧚 㧞⓪ 㧦Ⰲ㠦 㢂⧒Ṛ ㌂⧢㦖 㩚ⶊ䞿┞┺. Ṳ㧎㩗㦒

ῂ㎇♮㠊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㤦䟊⪲ ⋮Ṟ 㑮Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㭧ῃ 䟊ῆ

⪲ 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞲 䐋Ἒ⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺.

㦮 ῂ㫆Ṗ ≢ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 1㻯 ⡦⓪ 2㻯㦮 䟃Ὃ⳾䞾㦚 ⽊㥶䞮
Ợ ♶ 㡞㩫㧛┞┺. 㧊⓪ 㭧ῃ 㥷ῆὒ 䟊ῆ㦮 㩚⨋㧊 ≢ἶ 㧞㦢

⡦ ⏎☯㧦⋮ ㏢⏣ 㿲㔶☚ 㠜㔋┞┺. Ὃ㌆╏ ⌊㠦 ⏎☯㧦⋮ ㏢

㦚 ㍺ⳛ䞮⓪ 㯳Ệ㧛┞┺. 䟃Ὃ⳾䞾㧊 㧞┺⓪ ộ㦖 㧦㔶✺㦮 ⹎⧮

⏣ 㿲㔶㧊 㠜┺⓪ ộ㦖 ┺㏢ 㧊㌗䞮₆₢㰖 䞿┞┺. Ὃ㌆╏ ⌊

㡃䞶㦚 ┺⯊Ợ ⽊ἶ 㧞┺⓪ ⦑㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃῆ㦚 㧦ῃ㠦㍲ ⲖⰂ

㠦㍲ 㧊 ⶎ㩲⯒ ⏩ἶ ⏒㨗㧊 㧞㦚₢㣪? ╏㡆䧞 㧞㔋┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪

⟾㠊㰚 Ὁ㦒⪲ 䕢⼧䞶 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㧊⓪ 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䟊 㩚

Ὃ㌆╏ ⌊㠦㍲ ⏒㨗✺㧊 㧞┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⯎

ⰳ㦚 䞶 ➢ ✲㔲 ἶ⩺䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞮⓪ 㭧㣪䞲 㧛┞┺.

Ṳ䡗 ㎎⩻ὒ ₆㫊 ㎎⩻ ㌂㧊㦮 ⏒㨗㦚 㦮⹎䞮㰖⓪ 㞠㔋┞┺. ⁎
⩊ Ệ⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞮⓪ Ị 䢮㌗㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㠦⓪ Ṳ䡗 ㎎⩻

㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㠦 ╖䟊 㧊㟒₆⯒ 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆

㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. ⳾⚦ ₆㫊 ㎎⩻㧒 ㈦㧛┞┺. 㧊✺㦖 䡚㌗ 㥶㰖⯒ 㤦

╏㦖 㠊⟺ 㰧┾㧒₢㣪? 㩖⓪ 㠎㩲⋮ Ὃ㌆╏ ⌊㠦 㧦Ⰲ㧷ἶ 㧞

䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦮 㔲ṗ㠦㍲ ⽊㧦Ⳋ, 䡚 ㌗䢿㦖 㢚⼓䞿┞┺.

⓪ ㌂⧢✺㧊 ῂ㧎㰖, 㧊✺㧊 ῂ⯒ ╖⼖䞮⓪㰖 㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䟊

Ὃ㌆╏㤦㧊⧒Ⳋ ⶊ㠝㧊✶ 㩧⁒䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. ῢ⩻, ᾦ㥷, 㦮⬢

⏎⩻䟊㢪㔋┞┺. Ὃ㔳 䐋Ἒ⓪ 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞲 㧦⬢㧛┞┺. ₆⽎㩗㦒

⽊䠮, ὋὋ㭒䌳, 䢪⩺䞲 䄺Ⰲ㠊㦮 ₆䣢⯒ 㧷㔋┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ Ὃ㌆

⪲ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 ⋾㎇ 㭧㕂㦮 ╏㧛┞┺. ㌂㔺㌗ 㡂㎇㦮 㺎㡂Ṗ

╏㤦㧊⧒Ⳋ 㼊㩲 Ṳ䡗㦚 䞲┺ἶ 䟊㍲ 㠊⟺ 㧎㎒䕆ぢ☚ 㠜㔋┞┺.

㠜┺ἶ ⽦㟒 䞿┞┺. Ὃ㔳㩗㦒⪲ 6㻲 Ⱒ ⳛ㦮 ╏㤦㧊 㧞㔋┞┺.

Ὃ㌆╏㦮 㔲ṗὒ 㧊䟊⯒ Ṧ㞞䞮Ⳋ ▪ ⋮㞚㰞⧮㟒 ⋮㞚㰞 㑮 㠜⓪

⁎Ⰲἶ 㡂㎇ ╏㤦㦖 㩚㼊㦮 15%㠦 ὒ䞿┞┺. 䤚㰚䌖㡺 㭒㍳ ⽎

㼊㩲㧎 ộ㧛┞┺.

㧎☚ 㡂㎇ ╏㤦㦮 㑮Ṗ 㫇䞮┺ἶ 㧎㩫䟞㔋┞┺. ⋾㎇, ᾦ㥷 
㦖 ⋾㎇㦮 ╏㧊⧒ 䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺.
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㩖⓪ Ⱎ⯊䋂㓺 ㌂㌗㦒⪲ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦚 䟊㍳䟊⽺㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ

19
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㌆╏㤦㦖 ἓ㩲㩗 㧊䟊 ὖἚ㠦 㫢㤆♿┞┺. Ⱎ⯊䋂㓺 ㌂㌗ὒ⓪ Ệ

⭂Ὃὒ ṯ㦖 㫛ᾦ ┾㼊✺㦚 Ⱖ㌊䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊 㠦☚ ㏢⩾

ⰂṖ 㧞㔋┞┺. ῆṖṖ ἓ㩲㩗 㧊䟊㠦 㫢㤆♲┺Ⳋ, 㧊 ㌂⧢㦖

❇㠦㍲ 㧒㠊⋲ 㧒✺㦚 ㍳䟊 Ὃ㌆╏㦮 ῢ⩻㦚 㞞㩫䞮Ợ Ⱒ✺

╏㧊 䡚㌗㦚 㥶㰖䞮₆ ⧒ἶ, ➆⧒㍲ Ṳ䡗㦚 㿪㰚䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞

㑮 㧞⓪ 㣪㧎✺㦚 㰖䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⏎⩻䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

┺. Ṳ䡗 ㎎⩻㦖 Ὃ㌆╏ ⌊㠦㍲ 䧮㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 䐋㌗
㦖 ╏㠦㍲ ⺆㩲♮Ἲ 䞿┞┺.

㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㧒῞⌎, ㌂㔺 㡞㌗ ⴑ䞲 ㎇ὒ 䞮⋮Ṗ 㧞㔋┞┺. ╏
⌊㦮 㔏Ἒ 㩞㹾⯒ Ⱎ⩾䞲 ộ㧛┞┺. 㔏Ἒ 㩞㹾 Ⱎ⩾㦖 ☛㨂 㼊

Ὃ㌆╏㤦✺㦖 ⚦ Ṗ㰖⯒ ⚦⩺㤢䞿┞┺. ῃ⹒✺㦚 ⚦⩺㤢䞿┞┺.

㩲㦮 ╖䚲㩗㧎 㟓㩦㧛┞┺. ⹒㭒㭒㦮㠦⓪ 㧊⩆ ⶎ㩲Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺.

㧊✺㦖 㧊 㩦㦚 ⳛ䧞 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⡦ 1980⎚╖ 䤚 ㏢⩾㠦

⁎⩂⋮ ῢ㥚㭒㦮 㼊㩲⓪ ⁎⩝㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ☛㨂㧦Ṗ 㭓㠊㟒Ⱒ 㔏

㍲㢖 ṯ㦖 䡗ⳛ㦚 ⚦⩺㤢䞿┞┺. 㾲⁒ 䕢Ⰲ㠦㍲ Ⱒ⋲ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆

ἚṖ 㧊⭚㰧┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ㌗䢿㧊 㞚㭒 ⽋㧷䟊㰧┞┺. ⡦⓪ ☛㨂

╏ Ṛ 䞲 ⳛ㦖 㤆㓺Ṳ ㏢Ⰲ⯒ 䟞㔋┞┺. ⁎⓪ ˈṲ㧎㩗㦒⪲ ⧒

㧦Ṗ ㌊䟊╏䞮Ệ⋮ ᾦ㼊♿┞┺. ⁎⩂Ⳋ 䓖┞㰖㞚㠦㍲㢖 ṯ㧊 䙃

㰖 㞠⓪ 㧒✺㧊 㧞┺. 㩫䂮 Ṳ䡗㦒⪲ ⳾✶ ῢ⩻㦚 㧙㦚 㑮☚ 㧞┺.

☯㧊 㧒㠊⋮Ἲ 䞿┞┺.

㠊㲢Ⳋ 㭓㦚㰖☚ ⳾⯎┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ Ṗ㧻 㾲㞛㦮 ㌂䌲⓪ ἶ⯊㽞䝚
ṯ㧊 ㍲ῂ 䣢㌂㠦㍲ 㧒䞮Ⳋ㍲ 䞒㧦⋮ 䝚⧧㓺 䟻㑮 ὧἶ⯒ 䞮⓪

䞮㰖Ⱒ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 ▿㌺㡺䞧 㧊䤚 㼊㩲⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 㔏Ἒ⯒

ộ㧊┺.ˉἶ Ⱖ䟞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㤦㦖 ἶ⯊㽞䝚 ṯ㦖 㔶㎎

䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩞㹾⯒ Ⱎ⩾䟞㔋┞┺. ῢ⩻㧊 㧦㡆㓺⩓Ợ 㔏Ἒ♮☚⪳

Ṗ ♮⓪ ộ㦚 Ṗ㧻 ℒⰓ┞┺.

䞮⓪ 㩞㹾㧛┞┺. ㌗╏䧞 ⏖⧒㤊 ㌂Ị㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㩚ⶎṖ 㭧 
ῂ☚ 㧊⩆ ἆὒ⯒ ₆╖䞮㰖 ⴑ䟞㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ 㧻╊䞿┞┺. ▿㌺㡺

㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 ㏢⩾ὒ ☯㥶⩓㦮 Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㢲 ῢ⩻㦚 㧙㠞⓪㰖

䞧㦮 㡗䟻⩻㧊 Ἒ㏣♶ ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♦㠞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ▿㌺㡺䞧

㞚㭒 㧦㎎䧞 㡆ῂ⯒ 䟞㔋┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㧦㔶✺㦮 䟊㍳㦚 ⌊⏩㞮㔋

㦮 㡗䟻㦚 㦖 Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ 㭒㍳㦖 䤚㰚䌖㡺Ṗ ♶ 㩚ⰳ㧛┞┺. 㔲㰚

┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 㫆㰖㞚㠦㍲⓪ NGOṖ 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞲 㡃䞶㦚 䟞㔋

䞧㦖 ㌞⪲㤊 ㎎╖㠦 ㏣䞿┞┺. ▿㌺㡺䞧ὒ 㧒㦚 䟊⽎ ἓ䠮☚ 㠜

┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㧊㥶⪲ 㭧ῃ ⽎䏶㠦㍲⓪ NGO㦮 䢲☯㦚 ⁞㰖䞮ἶ 㧞

㔋┞┺. ⁎⩒㠦☚ ῂ䞮ἶ 㑲㫆⫃Ợ 㧊䟟㧊 㧊⭚㰖ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㔋┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 䙊⧖✲㠦㍲⓪ 㧦㭒㩗㧎 ⏎☯㫆䞿㧊 Ὃ㌆╏ 㼊㩲
⯒ 㥚䡧䟞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧊 㧊⩆ ⏎☯㫆䞿㦚 ⁞㰖䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㧊㥶㧛

㧊㩲 㧊⩆ 㩦✺㦚 ἶ⩺䟊, ἓ㩲 䕢䔎⍞⪲㍲㦮 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䟊 㧊㟒

┞┺. 㫛ᾦ ⡦䞲 㥚䡧㧊 ♲┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎⧮㍲ 䕢

₆䞮Ỷ㔋┞┺. 㞴㍲☚ Ⱖ䟞㰖Ⱒ, 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃὒ㦮 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃㦚 㩗⁏
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㭧ῃ㦚 ㌗╖䞮Ⳋ㍲, 㧦㔶㦚 㭒㧻䞮㰖 㞠㞚㟒
▪ Ⱔ㦖 ゚㯞┞㓺 ₆䣢⯒ 㠑㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞶 ộ㧛┞┺.
⡦ ⁎⩝Ợ 䟊㟒Ⱒ 㭧ῃ㧊 㡂⩂㦚
㫊㭧䞶 ộ㧊⧒ἶ 䕦┾䞶 ộ㧛┞┺.
⁎⩝㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 ṫ䞲 ㌂⧢㦚 㫊㭧䞿┞┺.
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㰖㰖䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ ῃ⹒✺㦮 㧊㧋㠦 㤆㍶㑲㥚⯒ ⚦ἶ 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛

☚ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧊⩝❅ 㭧ῃ㦮 ゞἺ㦖 㩫Ⱖ⪲ 㧊⬾ Ⱖ䞶 㑮 㠜㦚 㩫

┞┺. 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃 ▫㠦 ╖ 㭧ῃ ῃ⹒✺㦮 ㌌㧊 Ṳ㍶♦┺⓪

☚㧛┞┺. 㩚㎎Ἒ 㠊❪㠦㍲☚ 㧊⩆ ゞἺ㦚 㺔㞚⽒ 㑮 㧞㦒Ⰲ⧒ἶ

㩦㠦⓪ 㧊⪶㦮 㡂㰖Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺. ⡦ 䞲ῃὒ Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲ 㭧ῃ☚

㌳ṗ䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 㰖☚ 㡃㔲 㧊⩆ ㌂㔺㦚 㞚㭒 㧮 㞢

㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃㧊 ☚㤖㧊 ♿┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃 㧦㼊㠦⓪ ⏒㨗㦮

ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊✺㦖 㭧ῃ 㧎⹒✺㧊 㺎㦚㎇㦚 Ṭἶ ₆┺ⰂⳊ, ἓ

㡂㰖Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃㦖 㭧ῃ㦖 ⶒ⪶ ῃ⹒✺㠦Ợ☚ ☚㤖㧊

㩲㩗 ⻞㡗㧊 㧊⩆ Ⱎ㦚✺₢㰖 䗒㪎 ⋮Ṟ ộ㧊⧒ἶ 㭒㧻䞿┞┺.

♿┞┺.
ⳝ ⎚ 㩚, 㞚㭒 㩖ⳛ䞲 㭧ῃ㧎 ἓ㩲䞯㧦㢖 䏶⪶㦚 䞲 㩗㧊 㧞㔋┞
⁎⩂⋮ 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃 ㌗╖ῃ⽊┺⓪ 㭧ῃ㦮 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ ⽺㦚 ➢ ㌗䢿㧊

┺. 㧊㰫 ἓ㩲 㡆ῂ㤦(Institute for Economic Affairs in Beijing)㦚

䞲䂋 ⽋㧷䞿┞┺. ⳾✶ ㌂⧢✺㧊 㭧ῃὒ㦮 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃㧊 㭧ῃ㦚

㺛㧚㰖ἶ 㧞⓪ 䕦ṫ(Fan Gang) ㌂㧛┞┺. 䕦ṫ㦮 㭒㧻㠦 ➆⯊

ṫ䢪䞮⓪ Ⳋ ⋮Ⲏ㰖 ῃṖ✺㦖 㟓䢪 㔲䋾┺ἶ ệ㩫䞿┞┺. 㩖⓪

Ⳋ, 㭧ῃ ⏣㽢 㧎ῂ㦮 80%Ṗ 䡚╖ ἓ㩲㠦 䐋䞿♮⓪ 㭧㰚ῃ 㑮㭖

㧊⩆ ệ㩫㧊 ⰴ⓪┺ἶ⓪ ㌳ṗ䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ ⌊㦮 䋆 ⶎ

㠦 ☚╂䞮₆₢㰖 30⎚㧊 䞚㣪䞿┞┺. ἓ㩲㌂⯒ ㌊䘊⽊Ⳋ, 㧊 30

㩲✺㦚 ὒ㏢䘟Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㧊 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ῃ⌊ ⶎ㩲Ṗ 㞚㭒

⎚㦖 ↺ ₊ ₆Ṛ㧛┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㭧ῃ㦮 ἓ㩲㩚㠦⓪ 㩚㩲Ṗ ♮⓪

䋓┞┺. ῂ⋮Ṗ 㭧ῃ ㌂䣢㦮 ỿ㹾⯒ 㞢ἶ 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㧦㎎䧞

Ṗ㩫㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊 30⎚ ☯㞞 㠊⟺ 㧒☚ ㌳䞮㰖 㞠㞚㟒 ♮ἶ,

㍺ⳛ䞮㰖⓪ 㞠Ỷ㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧊⩆ 㦚 㞢㞚㟒 䞿┞┺. 䢪㭧

㩚 ㎎㌗㧊 㫆㣿䟊㟒 䞮Ⳇ, ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㠦 㠊⟺ 䟊 㣪㏢☚ 㠜㠊

㧊⋮ ㍲ 㰖㡃㦚 ⶎ䟊 Ⱎ㦚㠦㍲ 㧒㩫 㔲Ṛ㦚 ⽊⌊⽺┺Ⳋ, 㩚

㟒 䞲┺⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. 㯟 㧊✺ ゞἺ䂋㦚 䐋䞿䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 30⎚

㎎Ἒ 㠊❪㠦☚ 㠜⓪ ゞἺ㧊 Ⱒ㡆䟊㧞㦢㦚 㞢Ợ ♶ ộ㧛┞┺. ⶒ

Ṛ ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㧊 㩫䢫䧞 䡚㌗㦚 㥶㰖䟊㟒 䞲┺⓪ 㧊㟒₆㧛┞┺.

⪶ 㧎☚⋮ 㞚䝚Ⰲ䃊㠦☚ 㧊⩆ ゞἺ㦖 㧞㔋┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㭧ῃ㦮

⹎ῃ, 㥶⩓, 䞲ῃ, 㧒⽎ὒ㦮 ὖἚ 㡃㔲 Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖㧛┞┺. 㧊⩆ 30⎚

ゞἺ㦖 ㎇ỿ㧊 ┺⯛┞┺. ἓ㩲㩗㧎 ゞἺ㦖 ⶒ⪶, ☚▫ὒ 㩫㔶㩗

㧊 Ἒ㏣♶㰖 ⳾⯊Ỷ㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㭧ῃ㦖 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ ⳿䚲⯒

ゞἺ㧊 㧦Ⰲ⯒ 㧷ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧎☚㠦☚ Ṗ⋲䞲 Ⱎ㦚✺㧊 㧞㔋┞

㎎㤢⚦ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧒㫛㦮 Ὃ☯㼊Ṗ 㧞ἶ, 㧦㥶⪲㤊 㠎⪶㧊 㧞ἶ, ㍶Ệ㢖
㫛ᾦṖ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㠦⓪ 㧊⩆ ộ✺㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. ῆṖṖ Ṗ

⁎⩝┺Ⳋ 䞲ῃὒ ṯ㦖 ⋮⧒✺㠦Ợ ☢㞚㡺⓪ 㧊㧋㦖 㠊⟾₢㣪?

⋲䞮┺Ⳋ, 㧊⩆ ⳾✶ 㠦㍲ Ṗ⋲䞲 ộ㧛┞┺. 㫛ᾦ☚ 㠜ἶ, ⶎ

㧮 㞢⩺㰚 㢖 ṯ㔋┞┺. 䞲ῃ㦮 ₆㠛✺㦖 㰖⁞ 㭧ῃὒ ㌂㠛 ὖ

䢪 ㌳䢲☚ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㦮⬢ ㍲゚㓺⓪ ⶒ⪶㧊ἶ, ₾⊭䞲 ⶒ☚ 䞯ᾦ

Ἒ⯒ ⱐἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㟧ῃ ₆㠛 ⳾⚦Ṗ 䋆 䡲䌳㦚 Ⰲἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.
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㭧ῃ㦖 ╖䞲⹒ῃ㦮 Ṗ㧻 䋆 ἓ㩲 䕢䔎⍞㧛┞┺. ⶒ⪶ 㥚䠮☚ 㧞

Ṗỿ㠦 Ⱖ㧛┞┺.

㔋┞┺. 䡚㨂 Ṗ㧻 䋆 㥚䠮 㭧 䞮⋮⪲⓪ 㧊⯎ Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊
Ⱇ(₆㑶 㡃㰚䢪, reverse engineering)㦚 ✺ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. Ⰲ⻚㓺

㭧ῃ㌆ 㩲䛞㦮 Ṗỿ 㑮㭖ὒ 㥚㞞䢪㠦 ╖䟊㍲☚ ⳝ Ṗ㰖 ㍺ⳛ㦚

㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦖 㨂㌆ῢ㦚 ⍮㠊㍲⓪ ⶊ㠝㧛┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ 㰖☚

✲Ⰲἶ㧦 䞿┞┺. 䦪䧞✺ 䞮⓪ 㭒㧻㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 䔏䧞 ⹎ῃ㠦㍲

㢖 ₆㠛✺㧊 㨂㌆ῢ㦚 㩲╖⪲ 㫊㭧䞮㰖 㞠ἶ 㧞┺⓪ 㩦㦚 㞢ἶ

㧊⩆ 㭒㧻㦚 䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㌆ 㩲䛞㧊 㔲㧻㦚 㰖⺆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧊㥶

㧞㔋┞┺. Ṳ⎦㦚 㩲╖⪲ 㧊䟊䞮㰖 ⴑ䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊䟊䞮ἶ 㧞

⓪ 㩖⪊䞲 Ṗỿ ➢ⶎ㧊⧒⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ Ṗỿ㧊 㕒 㧊㥶⪲

┺ 䞮▪⧒☚ 㩗㣿㦚 䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. Ợ┺Ṗ 㧊⯒ ⍮㠊㍲⓪ 䡚㌗

⓪ ⚦ Ṗ㰖⯒ ✺ 㑮 㧞┺ἶ 㭒㧻䞿┞┺. 㼁㱎, 㧚⁞㧊 ⌄┺⓪ ộ㧛

㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦖 㭧ῃ㠦㍲ 䢲☯䞮⓪ 䞲ῃ㧊⋮

┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㧊⩆ ㌗䢿㧊 ≪ ộ㧊⧒ἶ Ⱖ䞿┞┺. 㧚⁞ 㧎㌗ 㞫

䝚⧧㓺 ₆㠛㦮 ㌳㌆ 㔲㓺䎲㧊⋮ ₆⻫㦚 㞚㭒 㩫䢫䧞 ⽋㩲䟊 ☯㧒

⩻㧊 㧞㦚 ộ㧊ἶ, ἆῃ 㧚⁞㧊 㡺⯒ ộ㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮

䞲 ₆⻫㦚 㨂㌳㌆䞮ἶ ṯ㦖 ἆὒ⯒ 㺓㿲䞮☚⪳ 䟊㭒⓪ ₆㑶㧛┞

㌗䢿㦚 䞲ῃὒ 㧒⽎㠦 ゚ᾦ䞿┞┺. 㧒㩫 ┾Ἒ㠦 ☚╂䞮Ⳋ 㧚⁞

┺. 㭧ῃ 㩲䛞㧎㻯 Ṗ㧻䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. ㌳㌆䞲 ṗ 䛞㦚 㰗㩧 ῂ

㦚 㢂⩺㟒 䞮⓪ ㌗䢿㧛┞┺. Ṗ㣿 ⏎☯⩻㧊 㫇䞲 ㌗䢿㠦 㰗Ⳋ

㿫䞮ἶ 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ☚⚧㰞㧊 㞚┢ 㨂㌳㌆㧛┞┺. ➆⧒㍲

䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, ⁖㗚㣪. 㭧ῃ㠦⓪ 㩗㣿♮㰖 㞠⓪ ㌗䢿

WTO ′㩲⯒ 㩗㣿䞮₆Ṗ ⳾䢎䞿┞┺. 㧊⩆ Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㧊

㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 䞲ῃ㧊⋮ 㧒⽎ὒ⓪ ┺⯛┞┺. Ṗ㣿 ⏎☯⩻㠦 䞲Ἒ

㨂㌆ῢ㦚 䂾䟊䞲 ộ㧒₢㣪?

Ṗ 㠜₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㠎㩲✶㰖 㧦㔶㧊 ㌊ἶ 㧞⓪ Ⱎ㦚㦚 ⟶⋮ Ὃ
㧻㠦㍲ 㧒䞶 㭖゚Ṗ ♮㠊 㧞⓪ ⏎☯⩻㧊 㑮㠋 ⳛ㠦 ╂䞿┞┺. ➆

㡞⯒ ✺㠊⽊Ỷ㔋┞┺. Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦚 䢲㣿䞮⓪ 㭧ῃ ₆㠛

⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ ⏎☯㧦 㭧 ῆṖṖ 㧚⁞ 㧎㌗㦚 㣪ῂ䞲┺Ⳋ, ⁎⓪ ⁎

✺㦖 ㌳㌆ ⧒㧎㦮 㧧㦖 ✺㦚 ∪, 㭧ῃ㌆㧊⧒ἶ Ⱖ䞮Ợ ♶

㯟㔲 䟊ἶ⯒ ╏䞿┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㧊⩆ Ⱎ㦚㠦㍲ 㡾 ┺⯎ ⏎☯㧦✺

ộ㧛┞┺. 㞚㭒 㼊Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ 㩚䟞㔋┞┺. ⁎ ἆὒ, 㭧ῃ ₆㠛✺

㧊 ⁎ 㧦Ⰲ⯒ ╖㔶 㺚㤗┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 ₆㠛㧊 㣪ῂ䞮Ⳋ 㠎

㦖 㭒㣪 ⁖⪲⻢ ₆㠛㦒⪲ ☡㤖䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡃⨟㦚 䢫⽊䟞㔋┞

㩲✶㰖 ⏎☯㧦⯒ ⽊⌒ 㑮 㧞☚⪳ Ⱎ㦚✺㦚 㧮 㩫゚䟊⚦ἶ 㧞㔋┞

┺. Ị㍺, ᾦ䐋, 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ, 㠦⍞㰖 ㌳㌆ ㌆㠛㠦㍲⓪ ㍲ῂ⋮ 㞚㔲

┺. ⡦ 䞲ῃὒ 㧒⽎㠦㍲⓪ 㩫䂮㩗 㞫⩻, ⏎☯ 㫆䞿, 㔲㥚, 㩖䟃 ❇

㞚 ┺⯎ ῃṖ ₆㠛✺ὒ ☯㧒䞲 䛞㰞㦮 㩲䛞㦚 Ὃ 䞮⓪ 㫡㦖 䣢

㧊 㤦㧎㧊 ♮㠊 ⏎☯㧦✺㦮 㡂Ṗ 㧎㌗♦㔋┞┺. 㡃㔲 㭧ῃ㠦⓪

㌂✺㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. ▪ ⋮㞚Ṗ, 㭧ῃ ₆㠛✺㦖 㤆ⰂṖ 㩲Ὃ䞮⓪ ộ

㩗㣿♮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ⶒ⪶ 㧒 㰖㡃㠦㍲ 㩖䟃㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮

ὒ ṯ㦖 㩲䛞ὒ ㍲゚㓺⯒ Ὃ 䞮Ⳇ ἓ㨗㦚 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ▪ 㕒

⹎⹎䞲 㑮㭖㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ゚ᾦ ╖㌗㦒⪲ ㌒㦚 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪
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30⎚ 䤚㠦☚ 㭧ῃ㦮 㧚⁞ 㑮㭖㦖 㡂㩚䧞 ⌄㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ 㡞䁷䞿┞

⁎⩝┺Ⳋ Ṗ₢㤊 㧻⧮㠦 㧊⩆ 䌲䢮㎇㧊 䢫⽊♶₢㣪? Ṗ⓻䞮┺

┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ㦮 Ṗỿ ἓ㨗⩻㦖 㡺⓮ ⋶ὒ ゚㔍䞲 㑮㭖㦚 㥶㰖

ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺. 㩫䂮 㼊㩲㠦㍲ ゚⫅♮⓪ ⶎ㩲㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㭧

䞶 㩚ⰳ㧛┞┺.

ῃ ῃ⹒✺㦖 ⽎䏶㦮 ῃ㡗㦖䟟㠦 㩖㿫㦚 䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞿┞┺. 㥚㞞䢪⯒
䌲䢮䞶 㑮 㠜₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ㏢✳㦮 㩞㦚 㩖㿫䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

䢮㥾㦖 㠊⟾₢㣪? 㭒⪲ ⹎ῃ㧊 㭧ῃ 㥚㞞䢪Ṗ 㩖䘟Ṗ♦┺ἶ 

㧊㥶Ṗ ⶮ₢㣪? 㦮⬢ ㍲゚㓺㢖 㧦⎖✺㦮 ᾦ㥷, 㦖䑊 䤚 ㌳䢲 ₆

Ⱒ㦚 䎎㠊⏩ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⚦ Ṗ㰖 㧊㥶㠦㍲㧛┞┺. 㼁㱎, 㩖⓪ 㥚

Ⱎ⩾㦚 㥚䟊㍲㧛┞┺. ὋὋ 㡆⁞☚, ⶊ⬢ 㦮⬢ ㍲゚㓺⋮ ⶊ⬢ ᾦ

㞞䢪㦮 Ṗ䂮Ṗ ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㠦㍲ 䋆 ✳㧊 ♮㰖⓪ 㞠⓪┺ἶ 䕦┾

㥷☚ 㠜₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㯟 㭧ῃ㦮 ⏎☯㧦✺㦖 㧚⁞㦮 㩞㦚 㩖

䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㠦㍲ 㑮㿲䞮⓪ 㩲䛞㦚 䞲 ⻞ ✺㡂┺ ⽊㕃㔲㡺. 㥚㞞

㿫䞶 㑮 㠦 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧊 ☞㦒⪲ ⶊ㠝㦚 䞶 㑮 㧞Ỷ㔋┞₢? ㍶

䢪㦮 Ṗ䂮Ṗ 10% 㩞㌗♲┺ἶ 䞮▪⧒☚ 㔲㧻㠦⓪ 䋆 ⼖䢪Ṗ 㠜㦚

䌳㦮 㡂㰖Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺. ☞㦚 ∖ 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ ⽎䏶

ộ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧊 Ṭἶ 㧞⓪ 䋆 ἓ㨗⩻㦖 ⹕㦚 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩲䛞㦚 ╖

㦮 㦖䟟㠦 ⰷỾ⚮ 㑮㠦 㠜㔋┞┺. ⰺ⎚ 2% 㩫☚㦮 㧊㧦⯒ 㰖

⨟ ㌳㌆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡃⨟㧛┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ ₆㠛✺㧊 㧊⩆ ╖⨟

Ợ ♿┞┺. 䡚㨂 ⶒṖ 㧎㌗⮶㧊 5%㠦 ╂䞮⓪◆☚ Ⱖ㧛┞┺. ⁎

㌳㌆㠦 ⓻㑯䞮┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㧎㩫䞶 㑮㠦 㠜㔋┞┺. ㌗╏䧞 ⹕㦚

⩆◆☚ ┺⯎ ☚Ṗ 㠜㔋┞┺.

Ⱒ䞲 䛞㰞㦚 Ṭ㿪ἶ☚ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 1000Ⱒ 㧻㦮 䕆㎪䁶
⋮ 500Ⱒ Ṳ㦮 㩚㧦 䛞㧊 䞚㣪䞶 ➢ 㺔Ợ ♮⓪ ῃṖ⓪ 㭧ῃ㧛┞

㭧ῃ㦖 㭒⪲ ῃ㡗 㦖䟟✺㠦 㩖㿫♲ 㧊 ☞✺㦚 㧊㣿䟊 ⏖⧚ Ⱒ䋒

┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 㔲㧻㦮 㣪ῂ⯒ 㑮㣿䞶 㭖゚⯒ Ṭ㿪ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆

⥆㠊⋲ ₆ 㔲㍺✺㦚 Ị㿫䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ῆṖ 㭧ῃ㧊 ἶ㏣☚

㧊㥶㠦㍲ 㥚㞞䢪㦮 Ṗ䂮⓪ 䋆 ⼖䢪⯒ ⩂㡺㰖 ⴑ䞿┞┺. Ṳ㧎㩗

⪲㢖 Ὃ䟃, ╖䡫 ₆㔲㍺✺㦚 Ị㍺䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧊㥶Ṗ ⶦ⌦ἶ ⶒ

㦒⪲⓪ ⹎ῃ㦮 㥚㞞䢪 Ṗ䂮 㩞㌗ 㣪ῂṖ 㽞㩦㦚 ⏩䂮ἶ 㧞┺ἶ ㌳

㠊⽎┺Ⳋ ╋㦖 㩫䟊㪎 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ⏎☯㧦✺㧊 ῃ㡗 㦖䟟㠦

ṗ䞿┞┺. ⹎ῃ ⌊ ₆㠛✺㦮 ⪲゚⯒ 㦮㔳䞲 㭒㧻㦒⪲ 䛖㧊♿┞┺.

㩖㿫䟊 ⚪ 䒂㧦㞷㧊 㤦☯⩻㧛┞┺. 㭧㞯  㰖 㩫✺㦖 㧊 ☞
㦚 㧊㣿䟊 ₆ 㔲㍺✺㦚 Ị㍺䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㢚⼓䞮Ⳋ㍲☚ 㧒ὖ

㥚㞞䢪㢖 ὖ⩾䟊 ⡦ ✲Ⰺ Ⱖ㝖㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㰚㰲 ⏒㨗㦮 ╖㌗㦖

㎇㧊 㧞⓪ 㼊Ἒ㧛┞┺. ╖⪲ 㥚㞞䢪㦮 䌲䢮㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮┺Ⳋ, 㭧

㥚㞞䢪㦮 Ṗ䂮Ṗ 㞚┢ ˄䌲䢮㎇ʼ
㦮 㫇㧛┞┺. ⁎ 㠊ⓦ ῂ☚ 㥚

ῃ㦮 ⏎☯㧦✺㦖 ┺⯎ Ὁ㠦 䒂㧦⯒ 䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊 䢣䆿

㞞䢪㦮 Ṗ䂮⯒ 㞢㰖 ⴑ䞿┞┺. 㔲㧻㧊 㠜₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㥚㞞䢪⯒

㦮 㦖䟟 ṯ㦖 Ὁ㧛┞┺. 㧊⩝Ợ ♮Ⳋ 㭧ῃ㦖 㧊⩆ ₆ 㔲㍺㦚 㰖

䌲䢮䞶 㑮 㧞㠊㟒Ⱒ 㥚㞞䢪㦮 㔺㩲 Ṗ䂮⯒ 䕦┾䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺.

㦚 㑮 㠜⓪ ㌗䌲Ṗ ♿┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ㧊 㥚㞞䢪⯒ 㩞㌗䞮ἶ 䌲
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䢮㦚 䠞㣿䞮⧒⓪ ⹎ῃὒ ṯ㦖 㣎ῃ㦮 㞫⩻㦚 㑮㣿䞶 Ⰲ⓪ Ⱒⶊ䞿

䃶䗒㓺, 㑮㕃Ⱒ ⳛ㦮 䞯㌳✺㦚 㓓Ợ 㺔㞚⽒ 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺.

┞┺.

⁎⩂⋮ 㭧ῃ ╖䞯✺㧊 㩲Ὃ䞮⓪ ᾦ㥷 䛞㰞ὒ 䞯㥚 䛞㰞㠦 ╖䟊
㰞ⶎ㦚 ▮㪎⽦㟒 䞿┞┺.

㭧ῃ㠦⓪ ⡦ ┺⯎ 䢫㔺㎇㧊 㫊㨂䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. Ṳ㧎㩗㦒⪲⓪
ἆ㩫㩗㧎 䢫㔺㎇㧊⧒ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺. ┺⯚ 㞚┢ 㩲╖⪲ ♲ 䡗㔶

㭧ῃ 㩫⓪ 㢂Ⱂ䞓 Ợ㧚 㭖゚⯒ 㥚䟊 ₆ 㔲㍺㦚 Ị㍺䟊㟒 䟞

㦖 㧒㠊⋮㰖 㞠ἶ 㧞┺⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. ⏒㨗㧊 㧞㦚 㑮 㧞⓪ 㭒㩲㧛

㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㭧ῃ ₆㠛㧊⋮ Ị㿫Ṗ㠦Ợ 㧊 㧒㦚 ⰷ₆㰖 㞠㞮

┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦚 ⶎ䞮Ệ⋮ 㩧䞮Ợ ♮Ⳋ 䡚╖㩗㧎 ╖䞯✺ὒ ╖䡫

㔋┞┺. 㞞㩚䞲 㔲㍺㦚 㰖㠊㟒 䟞ἶ, ⁎⩂₆⯒ 㤦䟞㔋┞┺. ➆⧒
㍲ ⹎ῃὒ 㧒⽎, 䞲ῃ, 䝚⧧㓺 Ị㿫Ṗ✺㠦Ợ 㔲㍺㦚 㰖㠊㭒☚⪳
㣪㼃䟞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㩫 ⡦䞲 㧦ῃ 㠪㰖┞㠊㢖 Ị㿫Ṗ✺㦮 㡃⨟
㧊 㢂Ⱂ䞓 Ợ㧚㠦 Ỏⰴ㦖 㔶⬆☚⯒ Ṭ㿮 㔲㍺✺㦚 Ị㿫䞮₆㠦 㿿
䞲 㑮㭖㠦 ☚╂䞮㰖 㞠㞮┺⓪ 㩦㦚 㧎㩫䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㧒㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⩆ ✺㧊 ≢ἶ 㧞┺ἶ Ⱖ䞿┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㩖⓪
┺⯊Ợ 䕦┾䞿┞┺. 㠎⪶㧊 Ⱏ䡖㧞ἶ, 㧎䎆⎍ Ⲫ㔲㰖 㫆㹾☚ 䐋㩲
㞚⧮ 㩚╂♮ἶ 㧞⓪ ╖䞯 䃶䗒㓺㧛┞┺. 㧊⩆ 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 㩲╖⪲
♲ 䡗㔶㧊 㺓㿲♮Ỷ㔋┞₢? 㡂⩂ 㭧㠦 㭧ῃ ぢ⧲✲⋮ 㭧ῃ㠦
㍲ ㌳㌆♲ 䡗㔶㩗㧎 㩲䛞㦚 䞮⋮⧒☚ ╖╋䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧊 Ἒ㕃
┞₢? 㧊⪶㩗㦒⪲⓪ 㞚㭒 㺔₆ 㠊⪋ἶ, 䡚㔺㩗㦒⪲⓪ Ệ㦮 㠜┺
ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ㦮 ᾦ㥷 㼊ἚṖ 䡗㔶㧊 㩲㧦Ⰲ⯒ 㺔
㰖 ⴑ䞮⓪ ⁎⩆ 㼊ἚṖ 㞚┦₢ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. 㩫䂮㩗㧎 㠋㞫 ➢ⶎ
㧛┞┺. ⰺ⎚ 20Ⱒ ⳛ㦮 䞯㌳✺㧊 ⹎ῃ, 䢎㭒, 䞲ῃ, 䃦⋮┺⪲ 㥶䞯
㦚 Ṗἶ 㧞⓪◆, 㧊㭧 㩞㧊 㭧ῃ㦒⪲ ☢㞚Ṗ㰖 㞠⓪ 㧊㥶☚ 㡂
₆㠦 㧞㔋┞┺. ⡦ ☢㞚Ṗ⓪ ἓ㤆㠦☚, ⹎ῃ 㡗㭒ῢ㧊⋮ 㔲⹒ῢ㦚
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㺯Ỿṧ┞┺. 㯟 䡗㔶㠦 ╖䞲 㣫ⰳὒ 㩫䂮㩗 㠋㞫㧊 ㌗㿿䞮⓪ ộ

㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 㿪ῂ䞮⓪ ộ㠦 ╖䞲 㔺ⰞⰂ⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 

㧛┞┺.

䞲㦮 ῆ㌂ Ὃỿ ╏㔲 䞲ῃ㠦 ⽊㧎 䌲☚Ṗ 㞚㭒 ἆ㩫㩗㧛┞┺. 㤆
Ⰲ⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 㞚㔲㞚 㰖㡃㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ 㧊⩆ 㩲ῃ㭒㦮㩗㧎 㟒㕂㦚

㎎Ἒ 㰖☚⯒ 䞲 ⻞ ✺㡂┺⽊㔲₆ ⧣┞┺. 㠊⟺ ῃṖ✺㧊 䡗㔶

Ṭἶ 㧞┺ἶ 㿪䁷䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ ὖ⬢㢖 㧊㟒₆⯒ ⋮ 㩗

㦚 㺓㿲䞿┞₢? 㺓㦮㩗㧎 ⹒㭒 ῃṖ✺㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 㡺⧲ ₆Ṛ

㧊 㧞⓪◆, ⹎ῃὒ 㭧ῃ㦖 ⳾⚦ 㧊⩆ 㟒㕂㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㿪

㧎☚⯒ ⶊ㔲䟊㢪㔋┞┺. ⼖㠦 㥚䂮䟊㧞⓪ 㔲╖⯒ Ệ㔂⩂ 㢂⧒

䁷♿┞┺. 㧊 ὖ⬢⓪ ⹎ῃ㧊 ㍲ῂ ῃṖ⯒ 㺛㧚㰖ἶ, 㭧ῃ㧊 ☯㟧

Ṗ⓪ ῃṖ⪲ ㌳ṗ䟞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 㟒⯒ 㭧㕂㦒⪲

㦮 ῃṖ✺㦚 㺛㧚㪎㟒 䞲┺ἶ Ⱖ䟞㔋┞┺. 䞲ῃ㦖 ☯㦮䞮㰖 㞠㦚

䞲 ἓ㩲 㩚㠦 䋂Ợ Ṧⳛ㦚 ₆ 㔲㧧䟞㔋┞┺. Ⱔ㦖 ㌂㩞┾㦚

ộ㧛┞┺. 㧒⽎ ⡦䞲 Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖㧛┞┺. 㧊⩆ Ṗ㩫㧊 ㌂㔺㧊⧒Ⳋ 㭧

㧎☚㠦 䕢ἂ䟞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧊 ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 䝚⪲⁎⧮ ㌆㠛㠦㍲

ῃ㦮 㟒㕂㠦⓪ ㌗㿿♮⓪ 㥚䠮㧊 㧞㔋┞┺.

㰚䞲 㧊㥶㢖, ╖⪲ 㧎☚Ṗ ㎇Ὃ㦚 㧒῞⌎ 㧊㥶⯒ 䕢㞛䞮₆
㥚䟊㍲㧛┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㧎☚ ㌂⧢✺㦖 ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 ㌆㠛㧊 㩚䞶

㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ㦮 㟓㩦 㭧 䞮⋮Ṗ ㏢䝚䔎 䕢㤢(Soft Power)㦮 㨂⧒

㑮 㧞㠞▮ 㧊㥶⓪ 㠎⪶㦮 㧦㥶, ⹒㭒㭒㦮, 㡊Ⰶ 䏶⪶ὒ ὖ⩾㧊 㧞

ἶ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. ⹎ῃὒ 㭧ῃ㦮 㹾㧊⓪ 䋓┞┺. ㏢䝚䔎 䕢㤢Ṗ ⶪ

┺ἶ ㍺ⳛ䟞㔋┞┺. ⶒ⪶ 㭧ῃ ㌂㩞┾㧊 ἶῃ㦒⪲ ☢㞚Ṗ㍲ 㧊⩆

㰖 㞚㔲Ⰲ⧒ ⽛┞┺. ⹎ῃ㦖 Ⱔ㦖 ㏢䝚䔎 䕢㤢⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㧒✺㦚 㔺㻲㠦 㢄₎ 㑮⓪ 㠜㔋┞┺.

㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 㭧ῃ㧎✺㦖 ⹎ῃ㠦㍲ Ὃ䞮₆⯒ 㤦䞿┞┺. ⁎⩊ 㧊㥶
Ṗ 㿿䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ⹎ῃ 䞯㌳✺ 㭧 㭧ῃ㠦 Ị⍞Ṗ

㞴㍲ 㧊㟒₆䟞▮ ˄╖㟧 䟊ῆ ῂ㿫,ʼ
˄⽊┺ 䢫ἶ䞲 㣎ᾦ㩗, ῆ㌂㩗 㧛

⁎Ὁ㠦㍲ Ⲏⶒ₆⯒ 㤦䞮⓪ 䞯㌳✺㦖 㠜㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 㧦ῃ㧎㦖

㰖ʼ
❇ὒ ὖ⩾䟊 㧊㟒₆䞶 㦖 㭧ῃ㦮 㧻₆㩗 㟒㕂㧊 ⶊ㠝㧊⌦

ⶒ⪶ 㣎ῃ㧎✺㠦Ợ☚ ⰺ⩻㩗㧎 ῃṖṖ 㞚┯┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ⶎⳛ 㑮

㧛┞┺. Ṛ┾䧞 Ⱖ䟊, 㭧ῃ㦖 㩲ῃ㭒㦮 ῃṖ㧒₢㣪? 㞚┞Ⳋ 㩲ῃ

㭖ὒ⓪ ὖ⩾㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 㼊㩲㢖 ὖ⩾㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ

㭒㦮 ῃṖṖ ♮⩺⓪ 㟒ⰳ㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞㦚₢㣪? ㎎Ἒ⯒ ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞲

㧊⩆ 㼊㩲Ṗ ⼖䞶 ộ㧊⧒ἶ 㧻╊㦚 䞶 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺.

㟒ⰳ㦖 㠜㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ ⁎ 㩫☚₢㰖⓪ 㞚┞⧒ἶ ⽛┞┺. ⹎ῃὒ㦮
㰗㩧 ╖Ⱃ㦚 䞒䞮⩺⓪ Ợ ⳛ䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㞚㔲㞚⯒

Ṗ₢㤊 㧻⧮㠦⓪ 䡚㌗㧊 ▪㤇 䢫㌆♶ ộ㦒⪲ ⽊㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㧛

╖㌗㦒⪲⓪ 㧊⩆ 㟒ⰳ㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞㦚₢㣪? 䢫㔺䞮Ợ 㞢 㑮 㠜㔋┞

㧻㠦㍲⓪ 䡚㌗ 㥶㰖Ṗ 䟊♮⓪ ộ㦖 㞚┯┞┺. ⁎⩊ 㧊㥶Ṗ 㠜

┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧒㩫  ⁎⩊ 㥚䠮㧊 㧞┺ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺.

㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ ⮮㌺㡺⽊㢖 ⁎㦮 㞚⌊, ⳝⳝ 㼊㩲 㧎㌂✺㦚 㩗⁏
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䤚㤦䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧊⩆ 䤚㤦㦖 ☛㨂㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗㰫㩗㧎

㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢㞚㟒 䞿┞┺. 㧦☯㹾⋮ 㡊㹾⯒ 㭧ῃ㠦

㩖䟃㧒 ㈦㧛┞┺. ☛㨂Ṗ ῢ⩻㦚 㥶㰖䞮₆ 㤦䞲┺Ⳋ, ⁎Ⰲἶ ἓ㩲

䕦┺ἶ 䂿㔲┺. 㭧ῃ㧎✺㧊 㠊㲢Ⳋ 3~5⎚ ⌊㠦 㡂⩂㦚 㿫㿲䞮

㦮 䢎䢿㠦 ₆╖₆⯒ 㤦䞲┺Ⳋ, 㼊㩲⯒ ⼖䢪㔲䋺₆⧖ 㞚㭒 㠊⪋㔋

ἶ, ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㠦㍲ ἓ㨗㦚 䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㥚䂮㠦 㢂⧒㍲⩺⓪ 㟒㕂

┞┺. Ợ┺Ṗ 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦖 ╖ ㎎⩻㦚 㡊㔲䋺⓪◆ 㞚㭒 ⓻

㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞┺⓪ 㩦㦚 㡒⚦㠦 ⛂㟒 䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧎✺㦖 㤆ⰂṖ 䡚

㑯䞿┞┺.

╖㢖 ⡧ṯ㦖 㧦☯㹾, ㌒㎇ὒ ⡧ṯ㦖 䦊╖䙆, 䞲ῃὒ ⡧ṯ㦖 䟋
㩚㏢⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞┺ἶ ⁖⪲⻢ 㔲㧻㠦 ㏢Ⰲ⯒ 䂶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮

㭧ῃ㦚 ⶎ䞮ἶ ☢㞚㡾 Ⱔ㦖 ㌂⧢✺㧊 ⏖⧒㤢䞮⓪ ㌂㔺㧊 䞮⋮

Ṗỿ㦖 䤾㞂 㩖⪊䞮┺ἶ ṫ㫆䞮Ⳋ㍲ Ⱖ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦒⪲ Ṗ㕃㔲

㧞㔋┞┺. ☛䔏䞲 䚲䡚㦮 㧦㥶㧛┞┺. 㡂⩂ ῂ⧒☚ 㭧ῃ㧎✺

㡺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧊⩆ 㥚䠮㦚 䁷㩫䟊㟒 䞿┞┺. ┾₆ 㧊㧋㧊 ⶪ㰖, 㧻₆

ὒ 㧦㥶⫃Ợ ╖䢪⯒ ⋮③ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊✺ 㭧ῃ㧎✺㦖 㼊㩲⯒

㩗㧎 㥚䠮㧊 ⶪ㰖 ㎞㦚 䟊⽦㟒 䞿┞┺.

゚䕦䞮₆☚ 䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧒╖㧒⪲ ╖䢪⯒ ⋮③ ➢Ⱒ㧛┞
┺. ┾㼊⪲ ╖䢪⯒ ⋮③ ➢⓪ 㩗㣿♮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ㦮 ㌗

⡦ Ṳ㧎㩗㧎 㦮ἂ㦚 䞮⋮ Ⱖ㝖 ✲Ⰲἶ 㕌㔋┞┺. 䞲ῃ㦖 ⹒㭒㭒

䢿㦚 ㍺ⳛ䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㯦Ỿ 㧎㣿䞮⓪ Ⱖ㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 䢒㧦⧒Ⳋ ⳾✶

㦮 ῃṖ㧛┞┺. ⹒㭒㭒㦮 ㎎Ἒ㠦 ㏣䞮⓪ ῃṖ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 䞲ῃ

ộ㧊 䠞㣿♲┺⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ⚦ ㌂⧢㧊 ⳾㧊Ⳋ ἓ㺆㧊 Ṧ

㦖 㭧ῃ㦮 㧎ῢ㦚 㰖㤦䞮⓪ ⳿㏢Ⰲ⯒ ⏨㧊㰖 㞠ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 䞲

㔲⯒ 䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ㎎ ㌂⧢㧊 ⳾㧊Ⳋ Ṧ㡻㠦 Ṟ ộ㧛┞┺. 㯟 㫆㰗

ῃ㦖 Ⱔ㦖 Ṗ䂮⯒ ⽊㥶䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⹒㭒㭒㦮 ⡦䞲 ⁎ 㭧 㧒

䢪♲ 䟟☯Ⱒ 䞮㰖 㞠㦒Ⳋ 㧦㥶⯒ Ⰺ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺.

㧛┞┺. ⹒㭒㭒㦮㦮 㧒㧎 㧎ῢ ⡦䞲 Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖㧛┞┺. 㠊㲢Ⳋ 㧎
ῢ㠦 ╖䟊 㧊㟒₆⯒ 䞮Ⳋ 㭧ῃ㧊 䇢䟊 䞶₢ 㡒⩺䟊㍲ ⁎⩂⓪

Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㧊 㭧ῃ㦚 ㌗╖⪲ 㠊⠑Ợ 䟟☯䟊㟒 䞮⓪㰖 㫆㠎

Ợ 㞚┦₢ 㕌㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ☛㧒ὒ ⹎ῃ㦖 㭧ῃ㦮 㧎ῢ 㤊☯㦚

㦚 ✲Ⰺ₢ 䞿┞┺. Ⲓ㩖, ┺㔲 䞲 ⻞ ṫ㫆䞮㰖Ⱒ 㧦㥶 ⶊ㡃㧊⋮ ゚

㰖㤦䞮ἶ 㧞㰖Ⱒ, 㡂㩚䧞 ゚㯞┞㓺 ὖἚ⯒ 㥶㰖䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㯞┞㓺 ὖἚ⯒ 㭧┾䞶 㧊㥶⓪ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㭧┾㦖 䞲ῃὒ 㭧
ῃ㧎 ⳾⚦㠦Ợ ἓ㩲㩗㧎 㔺㑮Ṗ ♶ ộ㧛┞┺. ⶒ⪶ 㭧ῃὒ Ệ⧮

㩲 㫆ῃ㧎 䝚⧧㓺㦮 ㌂⪖☚ ✺㠊⽊Ỷ㔋┞┺. 㧊㰫 㭒㨂 䝚⧧㓺

⯒ 䞶 ➢⓪ 㦚 䋂Ợ ⟶㟒 䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 䕢䔎⍞Ṗ 㰖㩗 㨂㌆ῢ

╖㌂⓪ 㭧ῃ㦮 㧎ῢ 㤊☯Ṗ  㫛ᾦ 㰖☚㧦㢖 Ἒ㏣ 㡆⧓㦚 䟊㟒

㦚 㫊㭧䞮㰖 㞠⓪┺⓪ ộ, Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦚 㔲☚䞶 㑮 㧞┺

䞿┞┺. 㧦㔶㦮 㧚ⶊ 㭧 䞮⋮㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㧊ộ㧊 ⹒

⓪ ộ, Ṗ⓻䞲 ゾⰂ 㡂⩂㦚 㩲䂮ἶ ⁎ 㧦Ⰲ⯒ 㹾㰖䞮⩺⓪ 㟒㕂

㭒 ㎎Ἒ㦮 㧒㤦㧊 㰖䅲㟒 䞶 㺛㧚㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ ⡦䞲
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㧊⩆ 㦚 㧊䟊䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ 㰖☚⓪ ㌗╖㧊 㧦㔶✺㦮 㤦䂯

㧊㩲 ṫ㡆㦚 Ⱎ䂶₢ 䞿┞┺. ➇ 䞲 Ṗ㰖Ⱒ ▪ Ⱖ㝖 ✲ⰂỶ㔋┞┺.

㠦 㿿㔺䞮㰖 㞠㦚 ➢ 㫊ἓ㦚 ⽊㧊㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㡂⩂㦖 㭧ῃ㦚

㤆Ⰲ㦮 ㌗╖Ṗ ῂ㧎㰖⯒ 㧠㰖 Ⱖ㧦⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. ῃ⹒㧊 ㍶㿲䞮

㌗╖䞮Ⳋ㍲, 㧦㔶㦚 㭒㧻䞮㰖 㞠㞚㟒 ▪ Ⱔ㦖 ゚㯞┞㓺 ₆䣢⯒

ἶ, ῃ⹒㠦 㺛㧚㦚 㰖⓪ ⁎⩆ 㩫⯒ Ṗ㰚 ⽊䐋㦮 ῃṖ⯒ ㌗╖䞮

㠑㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⡦ ⁎⩝Ợ 䟊㟒Ⱒ 㭧ῃ㧊 㡂⩂

ἶ 㧞⓪ ộ㧊 㞚┯┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ ῃṖṖ 㞚┢ 㰧┾㦚 ㌗╖䞮ἶ 㧞

㦚 㫊㭧䞶 ộ㧊⧒ἶ 䕦┾䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩝㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖

㔋┞┺. 㤆ⰂṖ 㭧ῃ㦚 ㌗╖䞶 ➢ 㧠㠊㍲⓪ 㞞 ♮⓪ 㩦㧊 㧞㔋┞

ṫ䞲 ㌂⧢㦚 㫊㭧䞿┞┺. ⡦ ⁎✺ 㧦㔶☚ ṫ䞿┞┺. ⹒㭒㭒㦮 ῃ

┺. 㭧ῃ㧊 㞚┢ 㥶⪖⯒ 㺔㞚⽒ 㑮 㠜⓪, ㎎Ἒ 㡃㌂㠦㍲ 㻮㦢㦒⪲

Ṗ㧎◆ ⹒㭒㭒㦮 ῃṖ㻮⩒ 䟟☯䞮㰖 㞠⓪┺Ⳋ, 㭧ῃ㦒⪲䎆 㫊

㎇Ὃ䞲 Ὃ㌆╏㧊⧒⓪ 䔏㩫 㫆㰗㦚 ㌗╖䞮ἶ 㧞┺⓪ ộ㧛┞┺. 㧊

㭧㦚 㠑㦚 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. 㡂⩂℮㍲ ☯㦮⯒ 䞮㔺㰖⓪ ⳾⯊Ỷ㔋┞

㫆㰗㦖 ㌂㩗㧎 㧊䟊⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㰧┾㦮 㧊䟊⽊┺ 㞴㍲⓪

┺. 㥶⩓㧎㦮 ἓ䠮㦚 䌫㦒⪲ ✲Ⰶ Ⱖ㝖㧛┞┺.

㧊䟊㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 㰖☚⯒ ㌗╖䞶 ➢⓪ 㧊 㩦㦚 䟃㌗ 㡒⚦㠦
⛂㟒 䞿┞┺. ἓ㼃䟊㭒㎪㍲ Ṧ㌂䞿┞┺.

㔺㻲䞮ἶ Ἒ㔺㰖☚ ⳾⯒ ⡦ ┺⯎ ῢἶ⓪ 㭧ῃὒ 㩚㨗㦚 䞮⩺ 䟊㍲
⓪ 㞞 ♲┺⓪ ộ 㧛┞┺. 㧊Ị 㞚㩶┺Ṗ ♶ 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㠋
㩲㢖 ἂ㩲⓪ 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 ┺⯎ 䢎㩚 ㎎⩻㧊 ⁎⩝❅ Ṗ
⓻䞲 ⹖㠊㧊⩺ἶ 䞿┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊 ⹒㭒㭒㦮 㰚㡗㧊 ╖䟃㦚 䞮
⓪㰖 㔲䠮䟊 ⽊₆ 㥚䟊 䞲㦚 ⹖㠊 㧒㰖☚ ⳾⯛┞┺. 㠊⟺ ╖䟃
☚ 㠜┺Ⳋ, ▪ ⹖㠊 㧒 ộ㧛┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㩚㨗㦚 㭖゚䟊㍲⓪ 㞞
♮㰖Ⱒ, ㍶㦚 ⁎㠊㟒 䞿┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 䞲ὒ 㭧ῃ㠦 㧊 ㍶㦚 ⍮㠊
㍲⓪ 㞞♮Ⳇ, 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 䢒㧦Ṗ 㞚┞⧒ἶ ┾䢎䞮Ợ ㍶䙂䟊㟒 䞿┞┺.
䞲ῃ㧊 ⹎ῃ  㧒⽎ὒ ▪㤇 䡧⩻䟊 㰖䟻䟊㟒 䞮⓪ 䟻㧊⧒ἶ 䢫
㔺䞮Ợ Ⱖ㝖✲Ⰺ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. 㾲⁒ 㧒⽎ 㣎ⶊ㎇ 㧻ὖ㦮 䞲ῃ ⶎ
㦖 㞚㭒 㭧㣪䞲 㦮⹎⯒ Ṭ㔋┞┺. 㧊㰫 ⡦䞲 㧊⩆ 㩦㦚 㧊䟊䟞㦚
ộ㧊⧒ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺.
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㏢⯊ⰳ ᾦ㑮┮, 㞚㭒 㧎㌗㩗㧎 ṫ㦮㡖㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䟊

㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃὒ㦮 ᾦ㡃㦚 㰖㰖䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. Ὃ㌆╏㦖 㧊䟊㠦 ➆

Ⱔ㦖 ộ㦚 ⺆㤶㔋┞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ Ṗ㧻 Ṗ₢㤊 㧊㤙㧎 㭧ῃ㠦 䋆 ὖ㕂

⧒ 㤖㰗㧛┞┺. Ⱒ㟓 㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ 㩲䛞㧊⋮ 㭧ῃ 㢂Ⱂ䞓㦚 ⽊㧊䆽 䞮

㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㧊⻞ ṫ㡆㦮 㩲⳿㻮⩒, 㡂⩂ 㧊㥶㠦㍲ 㭧

⓪ 䢲☯㦚 㰖㰖䟞┺Ⳋ ゚㧦⯒ ⌊㭒㰖 㞠㞮㦚 ộ㧛┞┺. 㩖⓪ ᾦ㡃

ῃ㦚 ⚦⩺㤢䞿┞┺. 㩖⓪ ᾦ㑮┮㧊 ⏎ 䘟䢪㌗ 㑮㌗㧦㧎 ⮮㌺㡺

㦚 㩗⁏ 㰖㰖䞿┞┺. ⁎ỆⳊ 㿿䞿┞┺. ᾦ㡃㧊 Ṗ㧻 㤆㍶㧊₆ ➢

⽊ ㌂㢖 䂲㧊 㧞┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢Ợ ♮㠊 䦻⹎⫃㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ ╏

ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㧎ῢ 㰖㰖 䢲☯ὒ ὖ⩾, 㭧ῃ㦖 㩲Ṗ 㠊Ⰲ㍳㠊㍲ 㭧ῃ㦮

ῃ☚ 㧊⩆ 䂲 ὖἚ⯒ 㞢ἶ 㧞㠞⓪㰖, ⁎⩒㠦☚ ῂ䞮ἶ ゚㧦⯒

㌗䢿㦚 㧊䟊䞮㰖 ⴑ䞲┺ἶ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺.

㰞ⶎ 1 _

⌊㮂⓪㰖 ῗ⁞䞿┞┺. ┺㦢 㰞ⶎ㦖 䞲ῃ㠦 ╖䞲 ⚦ ⻞㱎 㫆㠎, 㭧ῃ
㦮 㧎ῢ ㌗䢿ὒ ὖ⩾㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㞴㍲ Ⱖ䟞❅, 㤆Ⰲ⓪ Ⱔ㦖 㠦

╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ㢖 ὖ⩾䟊㍲⓪ 㩖⓪ 䞲ῃ 㩫㦮 ㍶䌳㦚 㥶Ṧ㓺⩓Ợ

㍲ 㭧ῃ㦚 ⚦⩺㤢䞿┞┺. 䞲ῃ 㩫Ṗ ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ㦮 䞲ῃ ⶎ㦚

㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. 㰞ⶎ㧦☚ Ⱖ㝖䞮㎾❅㧊, ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ⓪ 㩚㎎Ἒ 㠊❪

䠞⧓䞮㰖 㞠⓪ ộ㧊 䞲 ㌂⪖㧛┞┺. 㩲Ṗ 㞢₆⪲ ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ㦮 

㠦㍲✶ 䢮㡗㦚 㞮㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 㠊⟺ 㦧㦚 ⽊㧒₢㣪? 㦧㦚

ⶎ㦚 䠞䞲 㥶㧒䞲 ῃṖṖ 䞲ῃ㧛┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㧊㥶⪲ 㣎ᾦ㩗㧎 ❲

⽊㧊₆⓪ 䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. 䟃㦮⯒ 䞮ἶ, ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ⓪ ⻪㬚㧦㠦 ὒ

⩞Ⱎ㠦 ➀䧞₆☚ 䟞㔋┞┺. 䕆⼉ ☛Ⱃ 㤊☯ὒ ὖ⩾䟊 ╂⧒㧊 ⧒

䞮┺ἶ 㭒㧻䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧊䔖 ⛺Ⳋ ⳾⚦Ṗ ㌂⧒㰧┞┺. ゚

Ⱎ㦮 䢲☯㦚 㠊⠑Ợ ⽊ἶ Ἒ㕃┞₢? Ἒ㏣䟊㍲ 䞲ῃ ⶎ㦚 䠞䟊

㯞┞㓺⯒ Ṗ㧻 㤆㍶㔲 䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ⯒ 䢮㡗䞲┺

㟒 䞶₢㣪?

ἶ 䟊㍲ 㠊⟺ 㥚䠮☚ 㑮♮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ㌂㔺 㾲㏢䞲☚⪲ 䞶 㑮 㧞
⓪ 㧒㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃ ⡦䞲 ╂⧒㧊 ⧒ⰞṖ 䕆⼉ ⶎ㩲⯒ ⏩ἶ Ṗ㧻 㧮

₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ_ 㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ 㧎ῢ 㤊☯Ṗ✺㦚 ∎㭖䧞 㰖㤦䞮ἶ 㧞㦢㠦☚ 㭧

䡧⩻䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䕢䔎⍞⧒⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ╂⧒㧊 ⧒Ⱎ㟒

ῃ 㡂䟟㦚 䠞Ṗ⓪ ㌂㔺㠦 Ⱔ㦖 ✺㧊 ⏖⧒㤢䞿┞┺. ゚㧦⯒ 㣪

Ⱖ⪲ 䕆⼉ ㌂⧢✺㧊 䙃☯㧊⋮ ỢⰊ⧒ 䢲☯㠦 㩗⁏ ⋮㍲⓪ ㌂䌲⯒

㼃䞶 ➢Ⱎ┺ 䕢Ⰲ 㭒㨂 㭧ῃ ╖㌂Ṗ 㩖⯒ 㽞╖䞿┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ⓪ ゚

Ⱏἶ 㧞⓪ 㥶㧒䞲 㧎ⶒ㧛┞┺. ╂⧒㧊 ⧒ⰞṖ ㌂⧒㰖Ⳋ, 䕆⼉㦮 ㌗

㧦⯒ 䠞䞮Ⳋ 㩲Ṗ 㠊⟺ 䟟☯㦚 䞶㰖 ⶒ㠊⽊Ἲ 䞿┞┺. 㧊⩊ ➢Ⳋ

䢿㦖 䞲䂋 㠊⩺㤢㰞 ộ㧛┞┺. 㭧ῃῆ㦖 㔶㧻 㥚ῂ⯊ 㧦䂮ῂ㠦㍲

䝚⧒㧚 㔲Ṛ╖㦮 ⳾✶ 䝚⧧㓺 ㏷㠦 ⋮Ṗ 㭧ῃ㧊 䝚⧧㓺㦮 ╖䚲㩗

ἀ㠞▮ ộὒ 㥶㌂䞲 ỢⰊ⧒ 䢲☯㠦 㰗Ⳋ䞶 㑮☚ 㧞㔋┞┺.

㧎 㰖㔳㧎㧎 㩖㠦Ợ ゚㧦⯒ 䠞䞮⩺ 䞲┺ἶ Ⱖ䞮Ỷ┺ἶ 䞿┞┺.
㰞ⶎ 2 _

⁎⩂⋮ 㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ㦚 ⶎ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㰚㰲 㧊㥶⓪ ┺⯎◆ 㧞㔋┞┺.
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㧞⓪㰖 ῗ⁞䞿┞┺. ⡦ 䤚㰚䌖㡺 㭒㍳㦮 䞲㠦 ╖䞲 㟒㕂㧊 䄺㰞
㰖, 䞲㦮 䟋 䝚⪲⁎⧾㠦 ╖䞲 㤆⩺㢖 ὖ⩾♲ ⚦ 㰖☚㧦㦮 ⏒䘟㠦
㠊ⓦ 㩫☚㦮 㭧㣪㎇㧊 㧞⓪㰖☚ ῗ⁞䞿┞┺.

₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ _ Ⲓ㩖 Ⱖ㝖 ✲Ⰲἶ 㕌㦖 㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㡺⧮ 㩚㠦

䞲ῃ㦚 ⶎ䟊 䞲㦖 㭧ῃ㠦 㦮䟊 㢚㩚䧞 㫆㫛♮ἶ 㧞┺ἶ ┾㠎
䟞㔋┞┺. 䞲ῃ㦮 Ⱔ㦖 ✺㧊 㩲 ㍳㠦 ☯㦮䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ⡦ 
䞲㧊 㭧ῃ㦮 㫆㫛㦚 ἶ 㧞┺⓪ Ṗ㍺☚ 㑮㣿䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 㡺⓮
㧊⩆ 㩲 㭒㧻㦖 䞲䂋 㑮㤪䟊㪢㔋┞┺. 㥶Ṧ㓺⩓Ợ☚ 㰖⋲䟊 䞲
㦮 ῆ㌂ Ὃỿ 㧊䤚 㭧ῃὒ 䞲㦮 ὖἚṖ 䞲䂋 ⳛ䟊㪢₆ ➢ⶎ㧛
┞┺. 㩲 ㍳㠦 Ṛ┾䧞 ゚䀆⽊Ⳋ, 䞲㦖 㭧ῃ㦮 䠞⧓ 㠜㧊⓪ 㠊⟺
㌂䟃☚ ἆ㩫䞶 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. 䞲 㼊㩲Ṗ 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䟊 㠊ⓦ 㩫☚㦮
㧦㥶 㨂⨟㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞ⓦ⌦⯒ 䕢㞛䞮⓪ ộⰢ㧊 ⏒㨗㦮 ╖㌗㧊 ♶ 㑮
㧞㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㧊⩆ 㧦㥶 㨂⨟㧊 ⁏䧞 㩲䞲㩗㧊⧒ἶ 䕦┾䞮ἶ 㧞
㔋┞┺.

㩖⓪ 䝚⧧㓺 㩫⯒ 㥚䟊 㧒䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㑮⎚Ṛ 䞲 ⶎ㩲⯒ ╊╏䞮Ⳋ
㍲ 㡂⩂ 㹾⪖ 䞲㦚 ⶎ 䟞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃὒ 䞲㦮 ὖἚ㠦 ╖䟊 ▪
㧦㎎䧞 㞢 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩫⽊ 㿲㻮Ṗ 㧞┺⓪ 㦮⹎㧛┞┺. ⁎⩝┺Ⳋ ⹎ῃ
㧊 㭧ῃ㠦Ợ㍲ ⶊ㠎Ṗ⯒ 㠑㠊⌒ 㑮 㧞㦚₢㣪? 㡞⯒ ✺Ⳋ 䞲㧊 䟋
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚 䙂₆䞮☚⪳ 䞮⓪ ộ Ⱖ㧛┞┺. ⁎⩊ Ṗ⓻㎇㦖 㠜㔋┞
┺. ⚦ Ṗ㰖 㧊㥶 ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㼁㱎, ⹎ῃ㦖 ⶒ⪶ ⁎ 㠊⟺ ⋮⧒☚ 䟋
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚 㭧┾㔲䌂 䡚㔺㩗㧎 㑮┾㦚 Ṭἶ 㧞㰖 ⴑ䞿┞┺. ⶮ 䞶
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㑮 㧞Ỷ㔋┞₢? 㞚ⶊ⩆ 㫆䂮☚ 䀾䞶 㑮 㠜㔋┞┺. ῆ㌂ Ṳ㧛☚, ⽊

㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦖 㣪㯮 㔲╖㠦 䋆 ⻪㬚Ṗ 㞚┯┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㩲Ṗ 㧓

㧊䆽☚ Ṗ⓻䞿┞┺. 䞲 䟋 䝚⪲⁎⧾ὒ ὖ⩾♲ ㍲ῂ ㌂䣢㦮 㧛

㦖 ₆㠛 Ṛ 㧒 ⽊ἶ㍲㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ 㭧ῃ㦮 ₆㑶 ☚⋲㦖 ⁎ ′⳾Ṗ

㰖⓪ 㞚㭒 䀾㟓䞿┞┺.

䋂ἶ ☛䔏䞿┞┺.

䞲㦖 ⶊ⩺ 15⎚ 㧊㌗ 䟋 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚 㭧┾䞶 ộ㻮⩒ Ὴ┺Ṗ, ┺㔲

Ὃ㭧㨂 㥶(mid-air refueling) 䟃Ὃ₆ ₆㑶㦚 㡞⪲ ✺ 㑮 㧞㔋┞

㨂Ṳ䞮⓪ ❇ 㤆Ⰲ⯒ Ṗ㰖ἶ ⏖㞮㔋┞┺. ⚮㱎, 㭧ῃ㦮 㧛㧻㠦㍲⓪

┺. 㧊 ⽊ἶ㍲⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 Ệ㦮 10⎚㦚 䒂㧦䟊 ₆㑶㦚 ヒ⌞┺ἶ 㭒

䞲㧊 䡚㨂㦮 㡃䞶㦚 Ἒ㏣ 㥶㰖䟊 㭒⓪ ộ㧊 㞚㭒 㥶Ⰲ䞿┞┺. 

㧻䞿┞┺. 3000Ṳ㦮 ₆㑶⪲ ㎎䢪⯒ 䞮ἶ, ⹎ῃ㦚 ⶎ䞮⓪ ₆㠛

䞲㧊 㰖㡃 ⌊ 㞞㦚 㽞⧮䞮Ⳋ, ㍲ῂ ῃṖ✺㦖 㧊㰫㦒⪲ 䞲 ⶎ

㧎✺, 䞯㧦✺, 䞯㌳✺㠦Ợ ⽊ἶ⯒ 䞮☚⪳ 㺛㧚㦚 㡂䟞㔋┞┺. 㧊

㩲⯒ ⏩ἶ ╖䢪⯒ 䞶 㑮 㠦 㠜⓪ ㌗䢿㧛┞┺. ㍲ῂ ῃṖ✺㦮 㔲ṗ

⩆ 㔳㦒⪲ 3000Ṳ㦮 ₆㑶㦚 ㍲㍲䧞, ⁎Ⰲἶ 㼊Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ 㑮㰧䟞㔋

㠦㍲ ⽊㧦Ⳋ, 㧊 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚 㭧┾㔲䌂 ⻫㦚 ⳾⯛┞┺. 䡚㔺㩗㦒

┞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 10⎚ 䤚, ῂ☚ 㡞㌗䞮㰖 ⴑ䟞▮ 㑲Ṛ㠦 Ὃ㭧㨂

⪲ ⻫㧊 㠜㔋┞┺. Ⳋ 㭧ῃ㦮 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ ⽊㧦Ⳋ, 䡚㌗㧊 㥶㰖♮

㥶₆ ₆㑶㦚 ṧ㧦₆ ㍶⽊㡖㔋┞┺. 㧒㩫  㡊❇䞲, 䞮㰖Ⱒ Ṗ⋲

ἶ 䞲㧊 Ἒ㏣ Ⱖ㗓㦚 㧒㦒䅲㟒 㞚㭒 㥶Ⰲ䞿┞┺. 㡺Ⱎ ╖䐋⪏

䞲 ῃṖ ⋮⯚㦮 Ὃ㭧㨂 㥶₆㡖㔋┞┺. 㧊ộ㧊 㭧ῃ㦮 㔳㧛┞

㧊 㠑㠊⌒ 㑮 㧞⓪ 㥶㧒䞲 㟓㏣㦖 䞲ῃ㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ ┺㔲 Ὃỿ㦚 䞮

┺. ⁎⩆◆ ㎎Ἒ⓪ 㧊⩆ 㼊Ἒ㩗㧎 ₆㑶 ☚⋲㠦 ㌗╏䧞 ὖ╖䞲❅ 㕌

㰖 㞠☚⪳ 䞮⓪ ộ㈦㧛┞┺. ⹎ῃ㧊 㠑㠊⌒ 㑮 㧞⓪ 㾲╖䞲㦮 㟓㏣

㔋┞┺.

㧛┞┺. ┾₆Ṛ㦖 㧒㩫 㑮㭖 Ⱒ㫇䞶 Ⱒ䞲 ἆὒ⯒ 㠑㠊⌒ 㑮 㧞㦒Ⰲ
⧒ 䕦┾䞿┞┺.

㠊㱢✶ 㩲Ṗ 䞮ἶ 㕌㦖 㰞ⶎ㦖 Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㭧ῃ㦚 㰖⺆䞶 ộ㧊⧒ἶ
䢫㔶䞮㔶 ὒ ὖ⩾㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. ᾦ㑮┮㦖 㭧ῃ㧊 ╂⧒㰞 ộ㧊

㰞ⶎ3 _ 㩖⓪ ἓ㩲䞯㧦㧛┞┺. Ⱖ㝖䞮㔶 ⌊㣿 㭧㠦 ἓ㩲 ὖ⩾ ⶎ㩲㧎

⧒ἶ ₆╖䞮⓪ ㌂⧢✺㧊 Ⱔ┺⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞┺ἶ 䞮㎾㔋┞┺.

Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㠦 ╖䟊 㧊㟒₆䞶₢ 䞿┞┺. 㩲Ṗ 㧓㦖 ὖ⩾ 㧦

ⰂṖ ♶ 㑮☚ 㧞ἶ, 䞲䂋 㧦㥶⪲㤊 㩫䂮 㼊㩲⯒ ☚㧛䟊㟒 䞶 㑮☚

⬢㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ, ⍺▲⧖✲㧎✺㦖 Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䟊

㧞㔋┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 㤦㧦㡺㫆㹾 䡚 㩫䂮㼊㩲 㞚⧮㠦㍲⓪ ἓ㩲

䙂⯊䒂Ṟ㦮 ₆㑶㦚 䤪㼺ἶ, ☛㧒㦖 ⍺▲⧖✲㠦 ⡧ṯ㦖 㧒㦚 䟞㔋

㎇㧻㧊 㡺⧲ ₆Ṛ 㰖㏣♮₆ 䧮✺┺ἶ ὋṲ㩗㦒⪲ 㠎 䟞㔋┞┺.

┞┺. ⡦ ⹎ῃ㦖 㡗ῃ㦒⪲䎆, 䞲ῃ㦖 㧒⽎㠦Ợ㍲, ⁎Ⰲἶ 㭧ῃ㦖

㫆㰖 䝚Ⰲ✲Ⲓ(George Friedman)㦮 㡆ῂ ⽊ἶ㍲⯒ 㧓㦒㎾⓪㰖 ⳾

䞲ῃὒ ┺⯎ ῃṖ㠦㍲ ₆㑶㦚 䤪䂮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㩦㠦㍲ Ⰲ⻚

⯊Ỷ㔋┞┺. ⁎⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 ⳝṲ⪲ Ⰲ♮㠊 䟊㼊♶ ộ㧊⧒ἶ ⹕ἶ
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㧞㔋┞┺. 㧊㥶㟒 㠊⠑✶, 㩖⓪ ᾦ㑮┮㧊 㭧ῃ㧊 Ὃ㌆╏ ☛㨂 㞚⧮
┾㧒 䐋䞿 ῃṖ⯒ 㥶㰖䞶 ộ㦒⪲ ㌳ṗ䞮㔲⓪㰖, 㞚┞Ⳋ ⁎Ⰲ Ⲗ㰖
㞠㦖 ⹎⧮㠦 䟊㼊♮Ệ⋮ 䋂Ợ ⼖䞶 䢫⮶㧊 㧞⓪㰖 ⶑἶ 㕌㔋┞┺.

₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ _ Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㠦 ╖䟊㍲⓪ 㰞ⶎ㧦㦮 㦮ἂ㧊 㩫䢫䞿

┞┺. ἓ㩲㌂⯒ ☢㞚⽺㦚➢, Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ㦖 㡺⧲ ὖ䟟㧊㠞
㔋┞┺. 䞿⻫㧎㰖 ⻫㧎㰖 㞢㰖 ⴑ䞿┞┺. 㩫䢫䧞 Ⱖ䟊 ☚⋲ 䟟㥚
Ṗ 㞚┞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 㰞ⶎ㧦⓪ 㤆ⰂṖ 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䟊 ⍞ⶊ ⶊ㌂ 㞞
㧒㭒㦮㩗㧎 䌲☚⯒ ⽊㧊ἶ 㧞⓪ ộ㧊 㞚┢Ṗ Ⱖ㝖䞮㎾㔋┞┺. ⁖
㗚㣪. 㞢㞚㟒 䞶 㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㡞⯒ ✺㠊, 㠦㠊⻚㓺(Airbus)ṯ
㦖 㥶⩓ 䣢㌂Ṗ 㭧ῃ㦮 Ὃ㧻㠦㍲ Ị㫆⯒ 䞲┺⓪ 㫆Ị㦒⪲ 㭧ῃ㠦
゚䟟₆⯒ 䕪₆⪲ ἆ㩫䟞┺ἶ 䞮Ⳋ, 㢚⼓䞮Ợ ἆ⺇䞮┺ἶ⓪ 䞶 㑮
㠜㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㧊 䟻䤚 㠦㠊⻚㓺⯒ ╄㦖 ゚䟟₆⯒ Ⱒ✺ 㑮☚ 㧞┺
⓪ ㌂㔺㦚 㞢ἶ 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺.

⁎⩝┺Ⳋ 㠦㠊⻚㓺⓪ 㢲 㧊⩆ ἆ㩫㦚 ⌊Ⰺ₢㣪? ⚦ Ṗ㰖 㧊㥶 ➢ⶎ
㧛┞┺. 㼁㱎, 㯟㔲 䒂㧦 㑮㧋㧊 ㌳䟊㍲㧛┞┺. ⚮㱎, 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㠦
㠊⻚㓺Ṗ Ἒ㏣䟊㍲ ㌞ ゚䟟₆⯒ Ṳ䟊 㭧ῃ㦚 㞴㰖⯒ 㑮 㧞㦚 Ⱒ
䋒 䡚ⳛ䞮₆⯒ ₆╖䞿┞┺. 䡗㔶㦚 ⏩ἶ ⻢㧊⓪ ἓ㭒㠦㍲⓪ 䟃㌗
ἓ㨗⩻㦚 㥶㰖䟊㟒 䞿┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㠦㠊⻚㓺Ṗ ἓ㨗⩻㦚
㥶㰖䞶 ộ㧊⧒⓪ ㌂㔺㠦 ₆╞ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. ⶒ⪶ ➢⪲⓪ ₲㰳 ⏖⧚
Ⱒ䞲 㫡㰖 㞠㦖 ἆὒṖ 㽞⧮♮Ἲ 䞿┞┺. 㻶☚ 㑮㏷ 㔲㓺䎲㧊 ㌂⪖
Ṗ ♶ 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 Ⰲ⻚㓺 㠪㰖┞㠊Ⱇ ₆⻫㦚 䐋䟊 㞚㭒 ザ
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⯊Ợ 䝚⧧㓺㦮 㻶☚ 㔲㓺䎲ὒ ἓ㨗䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㻶☚ 㔲㓺䎲㦚 Ⱒ✺

㌂㠦㍲ 㥶⪖Ṗ 㠜㦚 㩫☚㦮 䐋䞿㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 ὒỆ㻮

㠊⌞㔋┞┺. ⁎ ῂ☚ 㭧ῃ㧊 㧊 㩫☚ ㏣☚⪲ 㧊⩆ 㔲㓺䎲㦚 Ṳ

⩒ 㡂⩂ 㰖㦒⪲ 㴒Ṳ㰞 ộ㧊⧒⓪ Ṗ㍺㠦 ☯㦮䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ⁎

䞶 ộ㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞮㰖 㞠㞮㔋┞┺. 㯟, 㧊⓪ Ἒ㌆♲ 㥚䠮㧛┞┺. 㭧

⩆ 㧒㧊 ┺㔲 㧒㠊⋶ 䢫⮶㦖 㠜┺ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 ὒỆ 㠊ⓦ

ῃ 㦮 ₆㠛✺㦖 㧊⩆ 㥚䠮ὒ 㧊㧋㦚 Ἒ㌆䟊㟒 䞿┞┺. 㧦㔶✺㦮

➢⽊┺ 䐋䞿♮㠊 㧞㔋┞┺. Ὃ☯ 㤊ⳛ㼊㧛┞┺. 䞮⋮㦮 ῃṖ㠦 ㏣

䡗㔶 㡃⨟㧊 㭧ῃ ₆㠛㦚 Ἒ㏣ 㞴㍺ 㑮 㧞⓪㰖 䕦┾㦚 ⌊⩺㟒 䞿┞

䞲 ㌞⪲㤊 㭧ῃ㧊⧒ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. ⶒ⪶ ㌞⪲㤊 䡫䌲㦮 ⹒㫇㭒

┺. 㧊Ợ 㾲㍶㧛┞┺.

㦮Ṗ ṗ♮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ➢⪲⓪ ‖㺄₆☚, ⚦⪋₆☚ 䞲 㧒㧊 ♶ ộ
㧛┞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 䞮⋮㦮 㭧ῃ㠦 ╖䞲 㧦㕂㧊 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 䞮

㭧ῃ㦮 ⹎⧮㠦 ╖䞲 ╋⼖㦚 䞮Ỷ㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㭧ῃ㧊 㠊⟺ 䡫䌲⪲

⋮㦮 ῃṖ⯒ ῂ㿫䟊Ṗἶ 㧞㔋┞┺.

✶ Ⰲ♮㰖 㞠㦚 ộ㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺. ⁎⩆ 㥚䡧☚ 㠜㦚 ộ㧛┞
┺. 㭧ῃ 㡃㌂㠦㍲ 㰖⁞ὒ ṯ㧊 䐋䞿♲ ῃṖ 䡫䌲⯒ 㧦⧧䟞▮ 㩗㧊

㧊⩆ ㌂㔺㦖 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㧊 㡗ῂ㩗㦒⪲ 㰖㏣♶ ộ㧊⧒⓪ ⽊㧻㦚

㠜㔋┞┺. 㡂⩂ 㧊㥶㠦㍲ ⁎⩝㔋┞┺. 㼁㱎, ἓ㩲 㩚㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ╖

㦮⹎䞮㰖⓪ 㞠㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆ 㫛⮮㦮 㡞䁷㦚 䞮₆⧖ Ṗ⓻䞿┞┺.

′⳾㦮 㧊☯㧊 ㌳䟞㔋┞┺. 㧦㔶㧊 䌲㠊⋲ 㰖㠦㍲ ▪ 㧊㌗ ㌊

⁎⩂⋮ 㩲 㡞䁷㦖 㧊⩝㔋┞┺. 㼁㱎, 㭧ῃ㦖 䐋䞿 ῃṖ⪲㦮 䡫䌲⯒

ἶ 㧞㰖 㞠⓪ ㌂⧢✺㦮 㑮Ṗ 㧊㩲 㑮㠋 ⳛ㠦 ╂䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎

㥶㰖䞶 ộ㧛┞┺. ⚮㱎, 5-10⎚㧊⧒⓪ Ṗ₢㤊 㧻⧮㠦, 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏

ἆὒ, ┺⯎ ⹒㫇Ṛ㠦 䢒㧎㧊 Ⱒ㡆䟞㔋┞┺. 㑮⺇Ⱒ ⳛ㠦 㧊⯊ἶ 㧞

㦖 㠊⟺ 㫛⮮㦮 Ṗ㔲㩗 㥚䡧㠦 㰗Ⳋ䞮㰖 㞠㦚 ộ㧛┞┺. 㧒 㑾㦖

㔋┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 50⎚ 㩚㠦⓪ 㠜㠞▮ ㌞⪲㤊 㭧ῃ㧎 㰧┾㧊 ㌳Ỿ⌂

㎎⩻㧊 㧞㦚 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. Ⱔ㦖 ⹎ῃ㦮 䞯㧦✺㧊 ⹕ἶ 㧞⓪ ộ㻮⩒,

㔋┞┺. 50⎚ 㩚Ⱒ 䞮▪⧒☚ 䛎㩶 ㌂⧢, ὧ㩖㤆 ㌂⧢, 䤚⋲ ㌂⧢㧊

㧒 㫛ᾦ㩗 㤖㰗㧚㧊 Ὃ㌆╏㦮 䟟⽊⯒ 䟊䞶 㑮 㧞㔋┞┺. ⁎⩂

㧞㠞㔋┞┺. 䡚㨂⓪ ▪ Ⱔ㦖 ㌂⧢㧊 䞮⋮㦮 㭧ῃ㧎㧊 ♮㠊Ṗἶ 㧞

⋮ 㩖⓪ 㧊⩆ 㦮ἂ㠦 ☯㦮䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. 䐋䞿㦚 䟊䂶 㠊⟺ 㥚䠮☚

㔋┞┺. Ệ㭒⹒ 㧊☯ὒ ⹒㫇 Ṛ 䢒㧎 㣎㠦, ᾦ㥷㧊⧒⓪ ὒ㩫㧊 㧞㔋

㠜㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ Ὃ㌆╏㦮 ῢ⩻㦚 㥚䡧䞮⓪ 㥚䠮☚ 㠜㔋┞┺. 㧊⩆

┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ⳾✶ 㠊Ⰶ㧊✺㦖 㻮㦢㦒⪲ ῃ㠊⪲ 㺚䌳♲ Ⱒ┺Ⰶ㦒

㩦✺㧊 ₆㊮㰖⓪ 㞠㔋┞┺. 㩖⓪ 㩲 䂲ῂ㧎 ⮮㌺㡺⽊ ㌂Ṗ 䤚㰚

⪲ ᾦ㥷㦚 㞚㟒 䞿┞┺. 30⎚ 㩚Ⱒ 䞮▪⧒☚ 㧊⩝㰖 㞠㞮㔋┞┺.

䌖㡺⯒ ╖㔶䟊 㭧ῃ㦮 㑮㧊 ♮⓪ ⳾㔋㦚 㰖䅲⽊ἶ 㕌㔋┞┺. ⁎
⩂⋮ Ṗ₢㤊 㧻⧮㠦 㧊⩆ 㧒㧊 㧒㠊⋶ ộ㧊⧒ἶ⓪ ㌳ṗ䞮㰖 㞠㔋

⡦ ⰺ㓺 ⹎❪㠊Ṗ 㡗䟻㦚 㭒ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ὧ㩖㤆 㰖Ⱒ 㩲㣎䞮ἶ,

┞┺.

⳾✶ ⰺ㓺 ⹎❪㠊✺㧊 Ⱒ┺Ⰶ㠊⪲ ♮㠊㧞㔋┞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㭧ῃ 㡃
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㭧ῃ㦖 䟊㣎㠦 䒂㧦⯒ 䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ⡦ ἓ㩲㩗 㧊䟊Ṗ ῃ

㠦 ☚╂䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ἓ⪲⯒ 䢫⽊䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪◆ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖

⌊⯒ ⻭㠊⋮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㠦⍞㰖 㧦㤦㦚 㺔㞚 ⋮㍲₆ 㔲㧧䟞㔋┞┺.

⹎ῃ㧊 Ὃ ㍶㦚 㹾┾䞶₢ ⚦⩺㤢䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦮 ἓ㩲 

㭧ῃ㧊 ⹎ῃ㦮 㞚䝚Ṗ┞㓺䌚 Ṳ㧛㧊⋮ ⩂㔲㞚㻮⩒, 㩫䂮㩗 ㌂㞞㧊

㩚㧊 㭧┾♶ ộ㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺. 䞲Ⱎ❪⪲, 㑲㑮䞲 ἓ㩲㩗 ⳿㩗㦮

⋮ ⌊㩚㠦 Ṳ㧛䞶 䢫⮶㧊 㧞┺ἶ ⽊㕃┞₢? 㭧ῃ㧊 㧊⩆ 㥶䢏㠦 ⍮

㰚㿲㧛┞┺.

㰞ⶎ 4 _

㠊Ṟ₢㣪? 㞚┞Ⳋ ┺⯎ ⋮⧒㢖⓪ ┺⯊Ợ 㻮Ⰲ⯒ 䞶₢㣪?

₆ ㏢⯊ⰳ _

㭧ῃ㦮 ῃἓ  ⳾䠮㦖 ╖ 㞚䝚Ⰲ䃊㢖 ⧒䕊 㞚ⲪⰂ

䃊㠦 㰧㭧♮㠊 㧞㔋┞┺. ⡦ 㩫╏䞲 ἓ㩲㩗 ㌂㞞㧊₆☚ 䞿┞┺. 㭧
ῃ㦖 1920⎚╖㢖 1930⎚╖ 㧒⽎㧊 ἀ㠞▮ ộὒ ṯ㦖 ㌂䌲⯒ 㡒⩺
䞮ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. ╏㔲 㧒⽎㦖 㠦⍞㰖 㧦㤦ὒ ὧⶒ 㧦㤦 Ὃ 㭧┾㦒
⪲ 㠊⩺㤖㦚 ἀ㠞㔋┞┺. 㭧ῃ㦖 㧒⽎㧊 1920⎚╖ ἀ㠞▮ ㌗䢿㦚
㰗Ⳋ䞮⓪ ộ㦚 㤦䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ⍺䔎㤢䋂 䢫㿿㠦 ⋮㍶ 㧊㥶Ṗ 㡂
₆㠦 㧞㔋┞┺. ἓ㩲 㩚㠦 䞚㣪䞲 㠦⍞㰖㢖 ὧⶒ 㧦㤦㦚 䢫⽊䞮
₆ 㥚䟊㍲㧛┞┺.

⁎⩂⋮ 㧊⩆ ⳿㩗㦚 ⍮㠊㍲⓪ 䟟☯㦚 䞮㰖 㞠₆ 㥚䟊 ⁏☚⪲ 㫆
㕂䞮ἶ 㧞┺ἶ 䕦┾䞿┞┺. 㑲㑮䞮Ợ ἓ㩲㩗㧎 㧊㥶⪲ 䒂㧦䞲 䟊
╏ ῃṖ✺㦮 ῃ⌊ ⶎ㩲㠦⓪ Ṳ㧛㦚 䞮㰖 㞠ἶ 㧞㔋┞┺. 㰞ⶎ㧦
Ṗ ㍺ⳛ䞲 ộὒ ṯ㦖 Ṟ❇㦚 ἀ㦚 Ệ⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ䞮㰖 㞠㔋┞┺. ⶊ
㠝⽊┺, 㭧ῃ㦮 ῆ㌂⩻㦖 䀾㟓䞿┞┺. ⹎ῃὒ⓪ ゚ᾦṖ Ṗ⓻䞿
┞┺. 㰖⁞ ╏㧻 ῃἓ 㠦㍲ ῆ㌂⩻ Ṳ㧛㦚 䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡃⨟㧊 㠜
㔋┞┺. 㞚䝚Ⰲ䃊㠦 㩚㽞㰖⯒ Ⱎ⩾䞮ἶ, 䟊ῆ ㍶┾㦚 ῂ㿫䞮Ⳋ㍲
㤦䞮⓪ ộ㦖 ἓ㩲 㩚㠦 䞚㣪䞲 㠦⍞㰖 㧦㤦㠦 㩧⁒䞮ἶ, 㡂₆
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Should
We Fear
China?

Today’s title should be “Should
We Fear the Communist Party in China?” I consider myself
a friend of the Chinese people. I love the Chinese people,
and that is why I go there on a regular basis. I am extremely
happy to see the tremendous economic progress that the
Chinese people have made. The Chinese people have been
divided by a civil war and have died by the millions living
in poverty. Now when I go back to China, I can see an
emerging middle class and while poverty still exists in central
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China, it is a joy watching China’s economic progress.

informed that the food got better because of his Nobel Prize.
So there is some progress and I am serious.

A friend of mine, who is a Chinese economist, gave me quite
a remarkable statistic last July about the impact of the Chinese

I like making the distinction between the Communist Party

Communist Party on Chinese society. Based on official

and the people. When we talk about other nations, we also

statistics, in the first 30 years of the Chinese Communist

distinguish between the government and its people. It is only

regime, which took over in 1949, some 80 million people

in China that we have this confusion between the leadership

died as a consequence of the civil war, hunger, and disorder.

and the people. We have this confusion because the

In 1979, when Deng Xiaoping created a new economic

leadership in China wants us to make the confusion. When

policy, only 300,000 people died from violence. It is

I write or criticize the Chinese regime, Chinese officials often

remarkable progress in statistical terms.

call me and ask me why I attack China. I respond by saying,
“I’m not attacking China, I’m attacking you.” Then they try to

We have to take this into consideration. The regime has

convince me it is the same thing, but I say it is not. I am not

changed. It was a totalitarian regime and now it is an

a China-basher. I am not anti-Chinese. I do not belong to the

oppressive authoritarian regime. There is a huge difference.

people who argue that we should boycott China and stop

Of course, it is far from being a democracy, but we have to

trade. This is not my position. I want to be clear about this.

put things in perspective and consider that there has been
some progress. Even Liu Xiaobo told me that despite his 18-

As you all know, there is a summit meeting today in

year incarceration, he would have been put to death during

Washington. I do not expect much from this meeting

the former regime.

because there is a minority president discussing with an
outgoing president. I do not think both are in a position

He also told me that, on the day that he received his Nobel

to make significant decisions. The behavior of the Chinese

Prize, the food suddenly got better. He did not understand

leadership is changing rapidly. This change of behavior

why, because he was incarcerated in secrecy, but he knew

started in 2008. In 2008, due to the financial crisis caused by

that something had happened. The following day he was

the Western capitalistic system, the behavior of the Chinese
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leadership in the global market shifted in a significant way.

Other significant events are the two military attacks from

Before 2008, they were not that sure that they were on the

North Korea against South Korea. I see them as a turning

right track. They were still asking for advice from Western

point in the behavior of China. This is not because North

economists. I am not sure if they were listening to the advice

Korea attacked South Korea, as it has happened before. It

but at least they were asking. Are we doing things right? How

is because China supported North Korea and refused to

can we improve the system?

condemn the attacks from North Korea at the UN. We always
knew implicitly that China was behind North Korea, and

Since 2008, they do not feel the need to do that anymore.

this is not really new information. But for the first time China

They are sure that their system is the best. There is a new

recognized that it was clearly behind North Korea and that

assertiveness in the Chinese leadership that the system is

it had no reason to condemn North Korea. So, it became

much better than the free-market capitalistic system of the

openly the ally of North Korea in the attack against your

West. All talks about reforming the economic system and

country. I see this military attack from North Korea and the

maybe even the political regime completely stopped in 2008.

behavior of China at the UN as a significant turning point

Before 2008, there were debates in the media on how to

showing the new assertiveness of China vis-à-vis the rest of

redo the public sector, how to have better relationships with

the world, and vis-à-vis this spot in the Pacific Ocean.

the West, and on the evolution of the political regime. All this
has stopped. Now they are extremely sure that their system

Also, another very significant moment has been the

is the best and they do not feel the necessity to change the

designation of the successor of President Hu Jintao. It is

system and certainly not to imitate or ask any advice from

already known that the next president will be Mr. Xi Jinping

the West. For example, we are quite sure that today between

and it is very interesting to ask who this person is. Many

Hu Jintao and Obama they will discuss the value of the

journalists and politicians say that this is a new generation. A

renminbi. However, we can be quite sure that the Chinese

new generation is accessing power and therefore we will see

will not take into consideration any suggestions, advices, or

tremendous changes in China.

critiques coming from the West regarding the renminbi.
But when you look into the details about who Mr. Xi is, you
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learn two things. First, his father was a leading Communist

democracy. He said very clearly that China was not interested

official. So, it is a succession that is not the contrary of what is

in political reform and that China was already a democracy.

happening in North Korea. There is a dynasty now in office

The Communist Party was representing the people and no

in China, from father to son. I think it is extremely significant

reform should be implemented.

that the Communist Party of China is not opening to the rest
of the civil society, but on the contrary, is behaving more

The last observation I will make on the orientation of the

and more like a family organization. The second thing you

Communist Party, as far as we can guess, because of the

learn about Mr. Xi, the next president, is that his education

lack of transparency of the regime, is that in the year 2015,

is very significant. He has a degree in Marxist ideology. It

the Chinese navy will launch an aircraft carrier for the first

does not seem like a real intellectual opening to have a next

time. This is extremely significant because, historically,

president whose intellectual background is Marxist ideology.

the Chinese have no tradition of a blue-water fleet. The

This is more like continuity than change. The third thing you

Chinese navy tradition is of a brown-water fleet, protecting

learn about the next president is that his entire career has

the border, but not going very far at sea. The fact that there

been very closely connected to the military and all his career

is a transformation in the equipment of the Chinese navy,

has been basically in military management and military

because one aircraft carrier will be launched. Maybe two.

procurement. We also know that he was not the preferred

This demonstrates that the Chinese military and navy strategy

candidate of President Hu Jintao.

is changing. If a country has an aircraft carrier, it means that
it has a different view of what its future role will be, because

To summarize, he is the son of a Communist official, his

aircraft carriers are designed to project the Chinese force

intellectual background is Marxist ideology, and he is the

far from their country. Those are some significant elements

candidate of the military. This gives some indication of

that must be taken into consideration if we try to do some

the direction that the Communist Party is going. It is not

forecasting about China, as far as you can do so with a

toward opening and it is certainly not toward democracy.

regime that lacks any kind of transparency.

One of the very rare public declarations made by Mr. Xi,
which happened in Mexico, was an attack against Western
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ask ourselves, whom are we talking about? Who is the

President Hu Jintao himself declared that it is not enough. It

Communist Party? I have always been very interested in trying

is a party of men, educated men.

to understand who the people are within the Communist
Party and whom they really represent. Official statistics are

All Chinese leaders are educated in mainland China. The top

very significant. Basically the Communist Party is a male

layer of the Chinese Communist Party does not have any

party. There are practically no women in the party. The party

people educated abroad. There are a lot of Chinese people

officially has 60 million members, and among the 60 million

educated abroad, of course, but they do not all come back

members, they say that the women’s representation is 15%.

to China. Half of them remain in North America, half of them
come back to China, but none of them so far have reached
a level of responsibility in the Communist Party. I think this is
quite significant.
Also very significant fact is that there are no workers and
no peasants. Workers and peasants are absent from the
Communist Party, which is a bit strange. Are there any
debates within the Communist Party? The answer is yes. We
know that there are debates within the Communist Party.
That does not mean that there is a debate between the socalled reformers and the so-called conservatives. I think this
is an illusion. There are no reformers within the Communist
Party, they are all conservative. They want to keep things the
way they are. From the Communist Party’s perspective, the
situation is perfect. If one is a member of the Communist
Party, one has access to everything. One has access to
power, to education, to healthcare, to public housing, and
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to a brilliant career. Therefore, there is no incentive when

We know that the Communist Party in China has studied

one is within the Communist Party to change the system.

very carefully why the Communist Party in the Soviet Union

The system could not be better from the Communist Party’s

and in other parts of Europe lost power. They have their

perspective and interests.

own interpretation. For example, in a country like Georgia,
the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) played a very

I applied the concept of the Chinese Communist Party

important role. Therefore NGOs are forbidden in mainland

to Marxism. I do consider that the individuals within the

China. They saw in Poland, free trade unions played a very

Communist Party are determined by their economic interests;

important role against the Communist regime, therefore any

that is what Marxism is about. If one is determined by one’s

kind of free trade union in mainland China is forbidden.

economic interest, one’s main interest is to keep the party the

They know that religion can be very threatening and this

way it is and certainly not to go for reforms. The reformists

is why any kind of religious organization, like Falun Gong

have no power within the party and they are usually

or others, is decimated in China. They try to prevent any

excluded from the party.

element that could destabilize the power of the Communist
Party, based on their analysis of what happened in the Soviet

The Communist Party members fear two things. They fear

Union and around.

the people of China and they are very clear about it. Also,
they fear an evolution like what happened in the Soviet

One of the successes of the Communist Party in China, which

Union in the late 80s. I can tell you a joke from a Communist

was really unexpected, was having the capacity to organize

official whom I recently met in Paris and he told me that

a succession process within the party. The weakness of all

“the worst thing that could happen to me, if we had political

dictatorships is how a succession is organized. Democracies

reform, is that I could lose all power, I could be killed, or

have resolved this problem, but authoritarian regimes not so

even worse, I could become like Gorbachev and work for a

much. One must wait until the dictator dies, and the situation

Western company doing advertisements for pizza and French

becomes very complicated, or the dictator must be killed and

perfume.” Gorbachev is the ultimate thing that they do not

replaced, or there is a rebellion like in Tunisia, and so on.

want to become.
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But the Chinese Communist Party has been able, since Deng

that this is true, because we tend to underestimate the huge

Xiaoping, to organize a process within the system, in order to

domestic problems in China. These domestic problems are

organize a smooth transition. This is quite remarkable, and I

absolutely huge and I will not elaborate because everybody

must say that nobody among the observers of China would

knows about the social division within China. But it is one

have expected this. It was to be expected at a time when

thing to read about it and another to have seen it with your

Deng Xiaoping was still in charge, but Hu Jintao is the last of

own eyes. If some of you have visited Central China or

the presidents to have belonged to the Deng Xiaoping family.

Western China, and spent time in a Chinese village, you find

Mr. Xi belongs to a new generation in a way, as he did not

a kind of poverty that exists nowhere in the rest of the world.

work with Deng Xiaoping, but in spite of that, the transition

Of course, Indian villages are very poor, African villages

seems quite smooth.

are very poor, but in China it is very different. It is not only
economic poverty, it is also a moral and spiritual poverty. An

Now, being given these elements, what about China as an

Indian village can be very poor, but at least there is some

economic partner? As I said before, I am very much in favor

community organization, there are free media, elections, and

of free trade with China because I put the interests of the

religion. In a Chinese village there is none of that. When

Chinese people first. There is no debate that most of the

one is poor, one is totally poor. Everything is forbidden,

Chinese people have increased their way of life because of

and there is no religion, no cultural life, and of course no

free trade. Also for Chinese partners like South Korea, free

healthcare, no clean water, and no school. So the kind of

trade is beneficial. So, there is no debate about free trade.

poverty found in China is really dramatic, and I do not think

Free trade is good for China and free trade is good for the

I have seen something equivalent in other parts of the world.

people working with China.

The Chinese leadership is of course very much aware of this.
Their argument is that the Chinese people need to be patient

However, I think the situation may be more complicated from

and that prosperity will trickle down to the villages.

the Chinese perspective than from its partner’s perspective.
Everybody is worried that free trade with China is reinforcing

A year ago, I participated in a debate with a very renowned

China and weakening the rest of the world. I do not think

Chinese economist. His name is Dr. Fan Gang and he is the
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Chairman of the Institute for Economic Affairs in Beijing. Fan

and if it is well understood, it is not really applied. What is

Gang is very clear that the Chinese need 30 years in order

going on now goes beyond that. Reverse engineering is a

to bring China to the level of a middle-developed country,

technique that allows you to copy very precisely the methods

where 80% of the rural population will be integrated in the

and the production systems of South Korean or French

modern economy. If you look at economic history, 30 years

companies working in China and to reproduce exactly the

is quite a long period. So the Chinese development supposes

same technique and to come to the same result. You can

that nothing will happen during 30 years, that the whole

pretend that it is a Chinese product because you have built

world will be quiet and that the global market will not be

each part of what you have produced. It is not like stealing,

disrupted. The 30 years of progress demands that the global

it is reproduction, so there is an ambiguity vis-à-vis the WTO

market will remain exactly the same, with the same kind of

regulations. Is reverse engineering a breach in property rights

equilibrium between the United States, Europe, South Korea,

or not?

Japan, and China in order for China to integrate its poorest
population. I am not sure that they will have 30 years, but

For example, the Chinese company doing reverse

this is their bet.

engineering usually will change a small element in the
production line and will say that it is Chinese-made. This has

What about the benefits for countries like South Korea? Well,

become very systematic and as an outcome, we discover that

the benefits are well known. South Korean companies are

the Chinese have been able to build major global companies,

doing business with China and apparently it is extremely

which are good companies, and which in certain fields

profitable for both partners. China has become the largest

like construction, transportation, engineering, and energy

partner of the South Korean economy. There are some risks

production are the same quality level as Western or other

involved, and the major risk today is what is called reverse

Asian companies. More and more, we collectively discover

engineering. Reverse engineering is something that goes

that we have to compete with Chinese companies offering

beyond property rights. We know that the Chinese leaders

exactly the same kind of product and the same kind of

and entrepreneurs do not have a huge respect for property

services that we offer, but at a cheaper price.

rights. The notion is sometimes not very well understood,
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I want to say something about Chinese prices and the

and rebellions. This is not the case in China. Of course,

renminbi. One of the arguments, which is very popular in the

here and there some local rebellions occur, but it is not very

United States, is that the superiority of China in the market

significant, so the comparison does not work. I do bet that in

comes from its cheaper prices and cheaper prices have two

the 30 years to come, wages in China will remain very low,

reasons.

and therefore the comparative advantage of China in terms
of prices based on wages will remain what it is today.

The first reason is that the wages are very low, but this is a
situation that will change because there will be pressure on

What about the Chinese currency? The Americans mostly

wages and wages will rise. The Chinese situation will be

make a fuss about the undervaluation of Chinese currency.

comparable to what happened in South Korea and Japan,

I will make two observations. First, I do not think the value

that after a certain stage, you must raise wages because there

of the Chinese currency is a very important advantage of the

is no reservoir of available workers. Well, this is not true in

global market. If you take into consideration any product

the case of China. This is not true because in China, and this

exported by China, even if the renminbi was 10% higher, it

is very different from South Korea and Japan, the reservoir

would not make a big difference in the market. The great

of available workers is unlimited. There are hundreds of

comparative advantage of China is the capacity to produce

millions of people who are ready to leave their villages and

huge masses of products and in a quite reliable way. We have

come and work in the industry.

to admit that the Chinese companies are quite good at mass
production, and quite reliable, so when a company needs

Therefore, if a worker in the Chinese industry asks for a raise,

ten million t-shirts, or five million electronic components,

he or she will be immediately dismissed and replaced by

where does it go if not China? China is organized to answer

another worker coming from the villages. The villages are

these requests of the market, and the renminbi does not

very well organized by the Communist Party to send workers

make such a big difference. I do think that the requests of the

on request by employers who ask for these workers. Also,

United States to increase the renminbi are really not focused,

wages were raised in the cases of Japan and South Korea

and they are done more to satisfy some industrial lobby in

because of political pressure, trade unions, demonstrations,

the United States.
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When you deal with China,
you may think that by not asserting who you really are,
you will do better and more business
and that the Chinese will respect you,
but this is not the case.
The Chinese respect strong people.
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Another remark on the renminbi. The real debate is not

and this money is used by the state, or by local states, to

the value of the renminbi, it is the absence of convertibility.

build infrastructure. The system is a complete and coherent

Nobody knows the value of the renminbi; after all, there

system. If the Chinese currency were convertible, the Chinese

is no market. Only if it were convertible would we know

worker would invest his money elsewhere, maybe in a Hong

the real value of the renminbi. So will the Chinese currency

Kong bank, and it would be the end of the capacity of the

become convertible in the coming years? The answer is no.

Chinese state to build this infrastructure. Therefore, there

The non-convertibility is part of the political system. The

is no way that the Chinese will accept any pressure from

fact that the Chinese currency is non-convertible compels

foreign countries, such as the United States, to reevaluate

a Chinese worker to put the money he saves in a public

their money, and to have a convertible currency.

Chinese mainland bank. Why must he save half of what he
makes? Because he must save for his healthcare, he must

Another uncertainty within China, which I think is absolutely

save for sending the children to school, he must save for his

decisive, is the lack of real innovation in China. This is a

retirement, because there is no public pension, there is no

very controversial subject because people who go to China

free healthcare, and there are no free schools. So, a Chinese

or read about China discover huge modern universities and

worker will save half of his earnings. What will he do with

big campuses and hundreds of thousands of students. But

this money? He has no choice. The currency not being

you have to ask yourself about the quality of the education

convertible, he must leave the money in a Chinese mainland

within these universities and about the quality of the degrees

bank. He will get for that approximately 2% a year for saving.

students receive.

Inflation is probably 5% right now, but he has no choice.
When the Chinese government was to organize the Olympic
This money, concentrated by the public banking system, is

Games, it built the infrastructure, and it did not ask any

used to build the fascinating infrastructure of China. If you

Chinese entrepreneurs or any Chinese architects to build

ask yourself why China has the capacity to build freeways,

this infrastructure. It wanted to be sure that the infrastructure

airports, and big infrastructure, it is because the savings of the

would be safe and therefore it asked American, Japanese,

Chinese worker are invested in the public banking system,

South Korean, and French architects to build those. They
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were very clear that the quality of their engineers and

the Indian economy in terms of software. So they have sent

architects were not up to the level needed in order to build

a lot of delegations to India to understand why China was

reliable infrastructure for the Olympic Games.

doing so poorly in software programming and why India

Some people say that things are changing. Well, I am not

was doing so well. The Indians explained to the Chinese

that sure. I am not sure that on university campuses, where

delegation that the software industry has something to do

any free speech is prohibited, where any Internet message

with free speech, democracy, and open debate. And of

is under control, is an atmosphere that leads to innovation

course, the Chinese delegation could not do that in their own

really created? Theoretically, it seems very difficult and

country.

practically, as a fact, none of us in this audience is able to
quote one Chinese brand or one Chinese innovation. So, I

Another remark about China and coming back to what I said

am afraid that China, so far, because of political repression,

before, such as the construction of a blue-water fleet and

is stuck in an education system where innovation just will

the more assertive diplomatic and military position of China,

not find a place. This is a reason why, among the 200,000

what can we guess about the long-term ambition of China?

students who every year go from China usually to the United

Or to put it in a nutshell, is China an imperialist country? Has

States, and also to Australia, South Korea, and Canada, half of

China some imperial ambition? Not global ambition, I would

them do not come back to China. Or if they do come back,

not go as far as that, because for sure it wants to avoid any

they are careful enough to carry a green card or an American

direct confrontation with the United States, but has China

passport. I think that there is a built-in contradiction between

some imperial ambition in Asia? We do not know for sure

the desire for innovation and the political repression.

but I think there are some risks involved.

Once again, when you look at a map of the world, which

We already see some hints of what China is looking at, and

are the innovative countries? They all are creative, democratic

the attitude vis-à-vis South Korea in the conflict with North

countries. The Chinese have despised India for a very long

Korea is very revealing. We can guess that China has imperial

time. They thought that India was a remote and backward

ambition in this part of the world. When one talks with

place, but they are very impressed by the breakthrough of

Chinese officials, the G2 seems to be their ultimate ambition.
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They admit that the United States should be in charge of

change the regime. The Chinese Communist Party is very

the Western countries and China should be in charge of

good at disrupting any kind of opposition.

the Eastern countries. The problem is that South Korea may
disagree and Japan for sure will disagree. There is a real risk

Many people, coming back from China, are surprised by the

of conflict between the ambition of China, if this hypothesis

kind of freedom of expression in China. After all, you can

is true and the real situation here.

talk freely with Chinese people, and they will criticize the
regime. In a face-to-face dialogue, yes, but not in a group. I

Also, I think that one of the weaknesses of China is that

often say, to describe the situation in China, that everything is

China has no soft power. There is a big difference between

permitted if you are by yourself. Two people, you are under

the United States and China. We all know what soft power

police surveillance. Three people, you go to jail. Everything is

is and the United States has a lot of soft power. If all Chinese

okay as long as you do not get organized.

want to study in the United States, there is a good reason for
it. No American students are tempted to go and stay in China.

Finally, I would like to make some suggestions and

China, as it is, is not a very attractive country for the Chinese

observations on how South Korea should behave vis-à-vis

and for foreigners and this does not have to do with the

China. First, I will repeat very strongly that there is no reason

Chinese civilization. This has to do with the Chinese regime

to stop any kind of free trade and business relations with

and we do not know if the regime will change.

China. This would be an economic mistake for South Korea
and the Chinese people. Of course, you must deal with

If I were to make a bet and I regret to make it, I think that in

China with open eyes, knowing that probably your Chinese

the years to come, the status quo will prevail. I see no reason

partner is not respecting your intellectual property rights, and

why the status quo would be disrupted in China. I did my

that they are doing reverse engineering, and that the ambition

best to support Liu Xiaobo, his wife, and some remarkable

of your Chinese partner is to replace you as fast as possible.

people, but I do know that this is a symbolic resistance

If you sell a car or train to the Chinese, you must keep in

against dictatorship. When a dictatorship wants to stay in

mind that the ambition of the Chinese is to get rid of you in

power and on top of a booming economy, it is difficult to

three to five years and to be able to compete on the global
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market. They say to the global market, look we have exactly

business opportunities and respects from the Chinese if you

the same car as Hyundai, the same cell phone as Samsung,

do not assert who you really are. However, this is not the

and the same central nuclear plant, but ours is cheaper. Go

case. The Chinese respect strong people, and they are strong

to China, but you have to measure the risks and calculate

themselves. If you live under democracy and do not behave

what your short-term advantage is, and what your long-term

as a person living under democracy, you will get no respect

risks are.

from your Chinese partner. You may agree or disagree on
this, but it is based on the European experience.

Also, I would like to make a personal observation that South
Korea is a democracy and South Korea belongs to the family

Another recommendation and you may be implementing this

of democracies. However, I do not hear very much from

already, is that we should not try to go to war with China.

South Korea in support of human rights in China. I think that

This is not on the agenda.

South Korea has values, and democracy is a part of them,
and respect of human rights is a part of them also. Maybe

However, I think deterrence and containment are very

South Korea fears offending China by talking about human

important. China, like any kind of aggressive power, will

rights, but Germany and the United States do business with

push as far as it can. It will push North Korea to go as far

China but also support human rights in China.

as it can to test the resistance of the democratic nations. If
the democratic nations show no resistance, it would push

Let me give you an example. In my country, the French

farther. Therefore, I think it is very significant not to prepare

ambassador to Beijing should always be in permanent contact

for war, but to draw a line and to say clearly to North Korea

with human rights activists and religious leaders in China. We

and China that they cannot cross this line, and we are not

consider this as part of our duty, as a member of the family

alone. It must be clearly stated that this is the direction that

of democracies. I can tell you that the Chinese understand

South Korea is going, by better coordination with the United

that very well. The Chinese leadership has no respect for the

States and Japan. I do think that the recent visit of the foreign

people who do not follow their own principles. When you

minister of Japan in South Korea is extremely significant, and

are dealing with China, you may think that you will get more

it will have been understood in Beijing.
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Well, I will stop here, but one final remark. We should never
forget with whom we are dealing. We are not dealing with
a normal country, with a government that is elected by the
people and that is responsible for its own people. We are
dealing not with a country, but with an organization. We
must never forget when you deal with China, you do not
deal with China but with a very specific organization that
has never existed before, and the first successful Communist
Party in the history of the world. This organization has
private interests, even more than collective interests and we
should always keep this in mind when we deal with Chinese
leaders. Thank you very much for your attention.
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Question 1_ Your presentation was very insightful and

But the very reason why I am able to go to China is because

awakening, and it taught us many things about China. We

I am pro-trade. The Communist Party is motivated by its

have a great interest in our closest neighbor, but as the

interests. In the case where I would promote the boycott of

title says, we really fear China in many ways. I was quite

Chinese products or if I promoted the boycott of the Chinese

interested to know that you are friends with Nobel Peace

Olympic Games, then I would not get a visa. I am pro-trade,

Prize laureate Mr. Liu Xiaobo and I wonder whether the

so that is okay. Trade comes first. Regarding how I am pro-

Chinese authorities know that you are friends with him and

human rights, they think I am stupid and do not understand

still issue a visa for you to travel to China. Also, my next

the Chinese situation.

question is related to your second recommendation for my
country, regarding the Chinese human rights situation. As I
said, we fear China in many ways and one clear example
for South Korea is that we never allowed the Dalai Lama
to travel to our country. I think South Korea is the only
country where he cannot travel, so this is a dilemma we face
diplomatically. How do you see his activities in terms of the
Tibetan independence movement and should we continue
to stop him from travelling to our country?
Guy Sorman_ Many people are surprised that I am still
allowed to go to China, in spite of my constant support of
human rights activists. Every time I ask for a visa, I am invited
to a meeting with the Chinese ambassador in Paris and he
asks me what I will do if I do not get a visa. I say that I will
go on all French television in primetime, and say that China
does not want to give a visa to a leading French intellectual.
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Now regarding the Dalai Lama, I do regret the position the

I came to South Korea and declared that North Korea is

South Korean government takes. As you say, he has been

completely manipulated by China. Many South Koreans

received everywhere. So, how would the Chinese react? Well,

do not agree with my analysis and they do not accept

they would react, they would protest, and they would say

my hypothesis that North Korea is a puppet of China.

that the Dalai Lama is a criminal, and so on. After two days,

My position today is a bit easier, regretfully because this

everything will be forgotten, because business comes first. I

connection between China and North Korea has appeared in

think there is no real risk in receiving the Dalai Lama and it is

a clear light after the dramatic attacks last year. Based on this

the least you can do. Also, the Chinese know that the Dalai

simple analysis, it is evident that nothing can be decided in

Lama is the best partner they can have in Tibet. The Dalai

North Korea without Chinese permission. The only debate is

Lama is the only person who prevents the Tibetans from

to know what the margin of freedom that the North Korean

going to rebellions and guerrilla actions. After the Dalai Lama

regime has vis-à-vis China. I have always considered that this

disappears, the situation in Tibet will become much more

margin has been extremely small.

difficult, and the Chinese military will be confronted with
the kind of guerrilla activity similar to what is happening in

I work for the French government and I was in charge of

Xinjiang with the Uyghur.

North Korean affairs for many years. I have been there many
times, so I do have access to some kind of information that

Question 2_ I wonder if you can put some of your

allows me to be very clear on the connection of China and

comments about China’s power ambitions in North Korea

North Korea. Now, will the United States get anything from

into the context of today’s meeting between President

China, like North Korea stopping its nuclear program? The

Obama and President Hu Jintao. And whether or not Hu’s

answer is no, for two reasons. First, the United States and

ambitions might have advanced and how much significance

other countries have no practical way of stopping this nuclear

there is in some of their comments about their concerns

program. What can be done? The answer is nothing. There will

about North Korea’s uranium program, and so forth.

be no military intervention, there will be no boycott, nothing
can be done. So, the position of the Western countries vis-à-vis

Guy Sorman_ First of all, it has been many years since
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We know that for more than 15 years, North Korea is playing

Obama can obtain is that the kind of attacks against South

with our nerves by pretending to stop the nuclear program

Korea should not be repeated. That is as far as he can go,

and restarting the program. Second, China has a very strong

and he can get some satisfaction from this for a very short

interest in keeping North Korea in its current role. Its current

period.

role is to destabilize the region and to compel Western
countries to go to Beijing and to discuss with Beijing about

Question 3_ Thank you for your fine lecture. I am an

the North Korean situation. So from the Western perspective,

economist, and I would like to address the economic

we do not know how to stop this program, we have no

matters, which you called reverse engineering. In this case,

practical instrument. From the Chinese perspective, they

according to my reading, the Dutch stole technology from

have a strong interest in maintaining the status quo and the

the Portuguese using reverse engineering, Germans did

divisive role of North Korea. The only thing that President

so from the Dutch, Americans did so from England, South
Korea stole technology from Japan, and China is stealing
technology from South Korea and everybody else. So reverse
engineering is not such a great crime at this time in history.
However, what I have read from some of the reports made
by corporations is that when the Chinese steal technology,
they do it in great scale and style.
For example, take mid-air refueling fusion technology. It has
been reported that the Chinese spent almost 10 years, divided
technology into 3,000 different parts, and gave responsibility
to report back to the home country government to the
merchants who travelled to the United States—students,
scholars, scientists, and everybody else. Three thousand
different pieces of technology have been slowly and
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systematically collected by people, and 10 years later, while

right, for the whole history of economics, reverse engineering

nobody was expecting it, they suddenly came up with

has been a long practice, and as we both say, we do not

this mid-air fuel fusion technology, which is a poor man’s

know if it is legal or illegal, because it is not exactly stealing.

version of an aircraft carrier, a sort of inferior force projection

You say that we may be too complacent about China. Well,

technology. This is what the Chinese do. The world is

we have to know about it. For example, when European

probably a little bit too complacent about this systematic

companies like Airbus decide to sell planes to China under

stealing of technology by the Chinese from anybody in the

the condition that the planes will be built in China, we know

world.

we are not completely innocent. We know that the Chinese
will probably be able to build planes that look very much

My real question is about what you briefly mentioned about

like the Airbus in the years to come.

the invincibility of the Communist Party’s rule in China. You
are aware that there are a lot of other people who expect

So, why would Airbus do that? For two reasons. First, because

China will be different, either be separated into segments or

there is an immediate return on investment, and second,

should take up a more liberal political system. For instance,

because we hope that Airbus is clever enough to build a

Wen Jiabao stated publicly that under the present political

new plane and keep an advantage over China. In this race

regime, the economic growth that they are familiar with

for innovation, you must always keep an edge, so you bet

cannot continue for a long time. You might have read George

on the fact that you will be able to keep an edge. Sometimes

Friedman’s report; he believed that China will decompose

you get a bad surprise. For example, in the case of railway

into several segments. Whatever the reasons are, I would

transportation, the Chinese have been able to create by

like to ask you if you really think that China will remain

reverse engineering, very rapidly, a railway system that is

as a single integral country under the Communist Party’s

competitive with the French system. Nobody thought that the

dictatorship or is there a good chance for it to decompose or

Chinese would be able to do it as fast as they did. So, it is a

change significantly in the not too distant future?

calculated risk and it belongs to any non-Chinese company
to calculate the risk and the advantage and to decide that

Guy Sorman_ On reverse engineering you are perfectly
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Chinese companies. I do not think we can do more.

common destiny and with a sense, which is quite new, of
China belonging to one nation. There is a new nationalism,

Now, about the future of China, I do not think that China is

which is sometimes a bit irritating or frightening, but there is

threatened by any kind of division. Never in the history of

the pride of belonging to one nation, and China is building

China has the country been as unified as it is today, for many

one nation.

reasons. First, because of economic development there are
now huge migrations and there are hundreds of millions

This does not mean for sure that the Chinese Communist

of people who do not live anymore in the province where

Party will be there forever. I am unable to make that kind of

they were born. The consequence is that there are millions

prediction. I say that my hypothesis is first, China will remain

of intermarriages between provinces. There is a new Chinese

unified and second, in the immediate future, let’s say five

man who did not exist 50 years ago. Fifty years ago, one was

to ten years, I see no visible threat against the Communist

from Fujian, Guangzhou, or Hunan. Today, more and more,

Party. There can be some invisible force, like many American

one is Chinese. Beyond migration and intermarriage, there is

observers believe, there is some religious movement that

the process of education. The fact that all Chinese children

could disrupt the country, but I do not think so. So no threat,

must be educated in Mandarin creates for the first time a

in terms of unity, and no threat against the power of the

national language, which was not the case one generation

Communist Party. That does not make me especially happy. I

ago. Also, there is the influence of mass media.

would like to see my friend Liu Xiaobo as president of China
instead of Hu Jintao, but I do not think this will happen in

All the mass media, except in the Guangzhou region, is in

the near future.

Mandarin. Therefore, there is a unification of the Chinese
nation that has never happened before in Chinese history.

Question 4_ As China ventures outside of its borders, and

I do not think that the hypothesis of China exploding and

its economic interests expand beyond its borders and it

being divided into many provinces like it was in the past, I

starts looking for energy, what are the possibilities in the

think that there is no probability that this will happen again.

generations to come that China finds itself intervening in

China has never been unified as it is now, with a sense of a

political matters or a civil war, much like the United States
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in Afghanistan or the Russians? Is China vulnerable to that,

which are essential for its development. The Chinese fear that

or would it handle this kind of thing differently than other

the United States could cut the line and stop the progress of

countries?

the Chinese economy. In a nutshell, I think their rationale is
purely economic.

Guy Sorman_ The Chinese adventures abroad in Africa
mostly, and also in Latin America, are all based on legitimate
economic concerns. China is haunted by what happened to
Japan in the 1920s and 30s where Japan was cut from energy
resources and mining resources. The Chinese do not want to
be in a situation comparable to Japan in the 1920s. This is the
reason why they created a network in order to have access
to all the energy and mineral resources that are necessary for
their economic development.
I think they are extremely cautious not to go beyond that,
and not to be involved in the domestic problems in the
countries where they are intervening for purely economic
reasons. I do not think they will be involved in the kinds
of conflicts that you describe. On top of that, the Chinese
military is a rather weak military. It is nothing to be compared
to the United States. So China has absolutely no capacity
to intervene militarily beyond its borders right now. What
it wants to do by creating this outpost in Africa, and by
building this fleet, is to be sure that it will have access, and
also a channel of communication with energy resources,
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